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ABSTRACT 

_~~merging theory of short-term memory, called fuzzy 

trace theory (FTT) , postulates a link between memory and 

reasoning ability that might explain the relationship of 

performances on memory span tasks to other measures· of 

intelligence. Two key assumptions regarding the encoding 

and retrieval of information in short-term memory (STM) are 

central to FTT. First, stored memory traces are assumed to 

vary along a continuum of verbatim detail to gist. Second, 

retrieval from STM is assumed to vary along a continuum of 

simple to reconstructive readout. The three experiments 

reported in this dissertation were designed to examine these 

two assumptions regarding encoding and retrieval by 

examining subjects I performances on memory span tasks. 

Memory span was the measure of choice for this series 

of experiments because span tasks have long been considered 

a pure measures of memory. Recall of items (item memory) 

and ordering of items for serial recall (order memory) were 

factored and treated as independent memory processes. The 

findings in the three experiments indicated that item memory 

relied more on simple readout of verbatim detail, while 

order memory relied on reconstruction from gist. More 

development was observed for order memory, indicating that 
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age changes in memory span performance may be caused by 

development of gist extraction and reconstructive processes. 

It was suggested that children's ability to order items is 

the component of serial recall that explains the link 

between memory span performance and other measures of 

intelligence. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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The purpose of my dissertation is to examine memory 

processes in short-term memory within the framework of 

Fuzzy Trace Theory (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990), a new 

conceptualization of memory that has been posed to reconcile 

a number of counterintuitive findings regarding the 

relationship between memory and higher cognitive processes. 

The memory measure of choice is the memory span task, long 

considered by researchers to be a pure measure of memory 

capacity (Dempster, 1985). The memory span task has a 

strong tradition in assessment of intelligence (see, for 

instance, Wechsler, 1958) as a measure of short-term memory 

(STM), which in turn has both empirical and theoretical 

connections to higher cognitive processes (Dempster, 1981; 

1985). Yet current research indicates that an understanding 

of the underlying processes which form this 

memory-intelligence link is weak. 

Three theoretical traditions have predominated in 

research that attempts to explain the link between memory 

span and other cognitive processes. The first is the 

strategies approach, which assumes that improvements in 

memory span measure increased use of memory strategies, such 
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as rehearsal and chunking. strategies are comparable to 

other forms of problem solving, thus memory span would be 

expected to correlate with measures of higher order 

cognitive processes. Unfortunately, attempts to prove that 

increased use of strategies in span are related to other 

measures of intelligence have failed overall (see Dempster, 

1985; Lyon, 1977). 

A second approach, which has gained popularity, focuses 

on basic cognitive operations as explanations for individual 

differences in STM and STM development. The approach is 

rooted in the generic resources framework of memory and 

cognitive processes, which assumes that all cognitive 

processes are fueled by a limited pool of generic resources. 

Any given situation that requires thinking (e.g., 

problem-solving, reading) incorporates a variety of 

different cognitive processes, including maintaining 

information in memory, choosing an appropriate 

problem-solving strategy from memory and executing it, 

picking motoric strategies to give an answer to the problem, 

and so on. All processes compete for generic resources. 

Memory span, under the basic operations approach, 

measures the extent to which memory processes tax the 

generic resource pool. A common assumption of the generic 

resources model is that individual differences in memory 

span indicate varying degrees of memory efficiency. Those 



individuals with efficient memory have more resources to 

apply to reasoning. Hence, efficiency in retaining 

information in memory explains the correlations between 

memory span and measures of higher order thinking skills. 

13. 

A third theoretical framework for memory, called fuzzy 

trace theory (FTT) (Brainerd & Reyna, 1990), provides yet 

another view of the processes underlying span task 

performance. In this model, information encoded in memory 

is assumed to vary along a continuum of verbatim detail to 

gist. Verbatim detail is a memorial representation of 

information that has a high degree of detail. Gist is a 

fuzzy representation that contains patterns, senses, or 

impressions of information. 

Retrieval from STM is also assumed to be varied. 

Retrieval processes are considered to fall along a continuum 

ranging from simple readout to reconstruction. Simple 

readout is self-explanatory: This type of recall involves 

reading the available trace verbatim from memory. 

Reconstruction, on the other hand, more complex process. 

This type of readout involves some processing of traces, 

often incorporating inference and problem-solving 

strategies. For instance, in a memory span task, a child may 

remember three words. The child remembers two of the words 

that were not adjacent. Based on this information, the 

child can infer the word which belongs in the middle 
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position. Therefore, the child reconstructs memory for the 

position of the middle word. 

The description of memory processes in the FTT 

framework shows that the more complex memory processes, like 

extraction of gist and reconstructive retrieval, are 

comparable to other problem-solving processes. These 

complex processes are considered to be the component that 

explains correlations between span and other measures of 

intelligence. 

To date, FTT research has examined memory in the 

context of problem-solving. The rationale for studying 

memory in this context is that the level of detail that is 

used and the degree of trace reconstruction rendered in 

recall is determined in part by the task itself. The next 

step in verifying propositions of FTT is to examine memory 

span performance for different types of memorial traces and 

retrieval processes. 

This dissertation reports findings from a three

experiment project that tests the viability of FTT tenets 

for explaining memory span performance. The starting 

assumption was that memory processes that retain item 

information for a given list are distinct from processes 

that retain information about the order of those items. 

Therefore, recall for items and recall for order are treated 

as distinct, independent phenomena. The purpose was to see 
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if variations in tasks could affect item and order memory in 

ways that could be predicted from FTT. 

To examine independence of item memory and order 

memory, a number of span task variables were manipulated: 

list length: the interval between presentation of span and 

recall (immediate versus a 30-second delay); the order of 

the recall task (immediate followed by delayed or vice 

versa); and item features such as taxonomic relatedness of 

words in a given list, word length, acoustic similarity, and 

presentation modality (pictures versus words). Finally, 

development of different processes was assessed by comparing 

memory performances of kindergarteners, second graders and 

fifth graders. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 
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The memory span task has been used in assessment of 

intelligence since the 1880s. In two of the earliest 

studies that dealt with on the relationship between memory 

and intelligence, Galton (1887) reported that mentally 

defective patients in asylums could seldom reproduce more 

than two items in a series; and Jacobs (1887) found that 

pupils' class rank correlated with performance on memory 

span tasks. Since then, the span task has had a formal place 

in intelligence assessment (Wechsler, 1958) and, in more 

recent years, has become a tool used in development of 

short-term memory theory (Dempster, 1981; 1985). 

The span task is thought to measure an individual's 

memory span. There is relative agreement among memory 

researchers regarding the operational definition of memory 

span: It is the maximum number of items in a series that 

one can reproduce in the same order, 50% of the time. The 

conceptual definition of memory span, however, remains the 

grist for much research. In general, researchers believe 

the span task measures some raw processing capacity which 

sets the limits of one's intelligence (see Klapp et al., 

1983). However, in a review of span literature, Dempster 



(1981) concluded that cognitive psychology is far from a 

more subtle understanding of the underlying cognitive 

processes performance on memory span tasks. 

17. 

Dempster (1985) pointed out that there are several 

motivating factors that motivate researchers to explore the 

nature of memorial processes that are captured by the memory 

span task. First, as a measurement tool, the task is 

relatively simple and performance can be assessed with 

considerable reliability. Yet, there is evidence that more 

complicated processes underlie this simple task, processes 

that may be related to higher level cognitive functions. 

For that reason, a conceptual understanding of the memory 

span task could render it a powerful tool for studying 

various cognitive processes. 

Generic Resources - The Extant Model 

Historically, short-term memory (STM) development was 

attributed to development of memory strategies such as 

rehearsal, chunking, and grouping of information; however, 

extensive research (reviewed in Dempster, 1981; Lyon, 1977) 

indicated that strategic variables have provided minimal 

explanation for developmental and individual differences in 

memory ability. In recent years, researchers have begun 

exploring basic cognitive operations as explanatory 

concepts. The overriding assumption is that certain 

cognitive ;}rocesses affect the efficiency of memorial 



processes. Efficiency, in turn, explains memory's 

correlation to other measures of intelligence. 

18 

The basic operations approach is characterized by 

research on nonstrategic operations that affect memory span 

performance (also known as serial recall). These operations 

include sensitivity to presentation modality of information 

(Hitch et al., 1988; Hitch et al., 1989), speech rate 

(Hulme, 1984; Hulme & Tordoff, 1989, Schweickert et al., 

1990), knowledge base (Bjorklund, 1987), capacity (Turner & 

Engle, 1989), item identification speed and order of span 

tasks (see Dempster, 1985). The basic operations approach 

to studying memory span is a logical outgrowth from the 

extant model of STM called generic resources theory. The 

impetus behind basic operations research involving memory 

span can best be discussed within the framework of this STM 

model. 

The generic resources model assumes that memory storage 

of information for immediate use (STM storage), such as 

background information for any problem solving situation, is 

distinct from storage in long-term memory (LTM). The two 

different stores are distinguishable in terms of the traces 

that are stored and the nature of retrieval processes. For 

immediate recall, highly detailed traces are maintained in 

memory. These traces are of short duration and STM has 

limited storage capacity. Recall of information from STM is 
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believed to be simple read-out of verbatim information 

(Brainerd & Reyna, 1991: Dempster, 1981). By comparison, in 

LTM, information is processed for meaning, void of surface 

information. Recall of events from LTM is often a 

reconstruction of what must have happened rather actual 

memory of the events themselves (Kolodner, 1983). 

Most researchers who work within the generic resources 

paradigm further delineate STM into sUbsystems. One of the 

most highly developed examples was developed by Baddeley and 

colleagues (see Baddeley, 1986). In this model, STM is 

fragmented into an Articulatory Loop, which maintains verbal 

information through subvocal rehearsal; a Visuospatial 

Scratchpad, which maintains spatial and graphic information: 

and the Central Executive, which execute various operations 

on information stored in menlory. A second model subdivides 

memory into a passive subsystem, with the sole function of 

maintaining information, and an active subsystem, that is 

analogous to a work bench where information and tools are 

collected to transform the information (see Case, 1978: 

Brainerd & Kingma, 1984). 

While the different subsystems of STM are assumed to 

perform different operations, the third key assumption 

behind generic resources is that all of these operations 

draw from a common, limited pool of resources (Baddeley & 

Hitch, 1974). When an individual is faced with any 
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cognitive problem, these generic resources must be 

distributed among the different subsystems. There are 

variations on the generic resources hypothesis in which 

theorists speculate that specialized pools of resources are 

applicable to different tasks. For instance, verbal 

activities operate on a different resource pool than spatial 

activities (Case, 1978; Turner & Engle, 1989). However, the 

basic theme of limited resources divided among different 

task functions is common to all variations of the resource 

hypothesis. 

Hence, competition for resources provides the 

memory-cognitive processing link: Maintenance of information 

in STM is in competition for the limited resources with 

other task components (e.g., drawing inferences in reading; 

adding two numbers held in memory during a mental arithmetic 

task). Higher cognitive processes are impeded to the extent 

that memory taxes the generic pool. 

The classic empirical finding supporting the resources 

explanation is the dual-task deficit phenomenon. In 

dual-task experiments, subjects' performances are measured 

separately for two tasks. One task usually is cognitive 

(e.g., reciting nursery rhymes) and the other is motoric 

(usually finger tapping). Then, subjects perform both tasks 

simultaneously and declines in performance is measured for 

each task (see, for instance, Bjorkland & Harnishfeger, 
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1987; Guttentag, 1984; and Halford et al, 1981). Decline in 

performance is said to occur because fewer resources are 

available for either task, thus demonstrating that all 

nonautomatic tasks tap the same generic pool (Baddeley & 

Hitch, 1974). 

Within the generic resources paradigm, two explanations 

tend to be offered for correlations between memory span and 

other measures of reasoning. The first explanation is that 

total generic capacity varies among 

individuals and increases with age. The second, more widely 

held view is that memory efficiency is the key variable. 

Developmentally, then, as children become more efficient at 

storing information, they spend smaller amounts of their 

generic resources on memory and thus have more resources for 

other cognitive functions (see Bjorkland, 1987; Dempster, 

1981). 

criticisms of Generic Resources 

The generic resources paradigm is not without its 

critics, however. The main criticism leveled against the 

generic resources hypothesis stems from mounting empirical 

evidence that verbatim memory for details appears to 

independent of success on other cognitive tasks (for 

example, Brainerd & Kingma, 1984; Navon & Gopher, 1979; 

Surber & Surber, 1983). Brainerd and Kingma (1985) examined 

the relationship of memory to reasoning in a number of 
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Piagetian tests, including class inclusion, conservation, 

probability judgment, and transitive inference. For every 

problem-solving situation, memory for the background details 

of a given test was independent of problem-solving ability. 

In the area of reading comprehension, Surber and Surber 

(1983) tested the relationship of recall of explicit 

information in reading (memory task) and the reader's 

ability to make inferences (processing task). They examined 

whether asking children to recall details from a passage of 

text immediately after the children had read it could help 

children draw inferences about the passage. Assuming a 

generic resources model, the questions should have forced 

the premise information into working memory. Therefore, 

children did not have to use as much of the resource pool to 

recall the premise information when addressing the inference 

questions, so their inferential judgments should have 

improved. Instead, Surber and Surber (1983) found that 

premise questions were not related to performance on 

inference questions, suggesting that recall of explicit 

information is independent of inference making. 

criticism also has been leveled against the dual-task 

deficit findings as evidence for generic resources. 

Brainerd and Reyna (1989) argued that deficits could be 

explained more parsimoniously as output interference or 

"response competition," rather than resource competition. 
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Drawing from physical, biological, and psychological 

examples to build their case, Brainerd and Reyna proposed 

that the mind is a parallel-processor, which can process 

information for two tasks simultaneously. However, motor 

functions are serial, preventing simultaneous bodily output. 

In other words, when the subject is asked to perform two 

tasks simultaneously, a bottle neck at the point of output 

occurs, diminishing performance on both tasks. 

Yet another assumption of the resources hypothesis, the 

assumed distinction between STM and LTM, has also been 

challenged. Craik and Lockhart (1972) theorized that the 

issue is not the nature of the store for different memory 

traces, but the level of processing information that each 

trace undergoes. Processing of information may range from 

simple awareness of sensory attributes to awareness of 

information's deeper semantic attributes. Degree of 

retention is determined by the level of processing. 

More recent criticism of the STM-LTM distinction 

appears in Reyna and Brainerd (1991), who questioned the 

extant position that recall from STM involves simple readout 

of detailed traces and recall from LTM applies 

reconstructive operations to gist-like traces. They 

reviewed research indicating that reconstructive processes 

are applied in STM as well as LTM (Brainerd & Reyna, 1988). 

Consequently, they argued, the empirical evidence that most 
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researchers use to support distinctive short-term and long

term memory stores actually results from the time course of 

differing levels of memorial representations: gist traces 

are more stable across time than are detailed traces. 

Development of Fuzzy Trace Theory 

Brainerd and Reyna's departure from the traditional 

STM-LTM distinction is embedded in fuzzy trace theory (FTT) , 

a theory that was developed to explain some contradictory 

findings regarding the relationship between subjects' memory 

for background details of problems and their ability to 

solve those problems. Their data showed that, in some 

situations, memory and reasoning were stochastically 

independent (Brainerd and Kingma, 1984; 1985), while in 

others, a memory-reasoning dependence was found (Brainerd 

and Reyna, 1988). 

The researchers reconciled the findings by observing 

that reasoning-remembering dependencies occurred in 

situations where the memory test could be answered through 

reconstructive processing of fuzzy traces. In a mental 

arithmetic experiment, for instance, children were shown 

linear arrays of items (e.g., a line of ten ducks), with a 

number of the items hidden from view. The researcher would 

point to one item (the target) and say, "There are seven 

ducks up to this one." The researcher then would point to 

the next item in line and ask, "How many ducks are there up 



to this one?" The researcher would continue the line of 

questioning by pointing to the second item away from the 

target duck and asking, "How many ducks are there to this 

point?" After a series of tasks that forced children to 

mentally calculate information about certain items, the 

researcher then would ask children to recall the number of 

items preceding the target item. 

The children could use one of two strategies for 

answering. Either they could recall what the researcher 

told them at the start of the test session, or they could 

recall their own answer to the previous question and 

reconstruct an answer to the memory probe. 

25. 

This particular experiment indicated that the measures 

of memory and arithmetic ability were stochastically 

dependent. However, memory was more dependent on arithmetic 

ability than arithmetic was on memory ability. Brainerd and 

Reyna argued that, in this case, the dependence is explained 

by the fact that memory for the memory probes used processes 

that were comparable to arithmetical reasoning. 

The FTT theorists explained the inconsistencies by 

theorizing that certain memory traces in STM vary along a 

verbatim-to-gist encoding continuum and that retrieval 

varies along a simple-to-reconstructive continuum. Memory 

tasks that engage gist encoding and reconstructive processes 



require processes that are more comparable to reasoning 

skill than rote memory. 

26 

Fuzzy trace theory to date has undergone extensive 

examination and considerable support for the model has 

accrued. It is a theory that has been applied to the role of 

memory in performance in higher cognitive tasks, including a 

wide range of reasoning tasks (Brainerd & Reyna, 1991; 1988) 

and decision-making tasks (Reyna, & Brainerd, in press), 

free recall (Brainerd et al., 1990). 

The question still exists, however, as to whether 

variable trace encoding and retrieval processes occur for 

tasks that require only memory processes, such as the memory 

span task. The memory span task is thought to be one of the 

purest measures of memory because it does not require any 

complex cognitive functions. It is the one task that should 

rely considerably on simple readout of verbatim traces. Yet 

it is feasible that, by varying the difficulty of span tasks 

so that verbatim traces are impossible to access (e.g., 

increasing list lengths), subjects may switch to 

reconstructive processing of gist. Likewise, the more 

complex task of ordering information may rely on 

reconstructive processes. (See Dempster, 1981, p. 82-83, for 

a review of evidence that ordering is the more difficult 

component of serial recall). 
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Some research has already been conducted to investigate 

reconstructive processing in serial recall (Olney & 

Brainerd, 1990). In this research, subjects' memory for 

items was factored from their memory for the correct 

ordering of a list. Item and order memory were tested 

separately for the effects of set size, age, and list 

modality (verbally presented lists versus lists accompanied 

by a picture). In this experiment, the variables had 

different effects on item and order memory. For example, 

item memory stabilized as set size increased, while order 

memory decreased; order memory showed more improvement 

across age groups compared to item memory; and item memory 

was enhanced by pictures while order memory was not. 

Finally, item and order memory on all list lengths did not 

correlate. Together, these findings indicated that processes 

required for recalling items were independent of processes 

required to order the items. The item and order memory 

independence indicated a need for more research regarding 

the presence of reconstructive processes in memory span. 

Explanatory Concepts 

A brief summary of FTT's principles is presented here 

to give the basis for predictions made later. While the 

concepts presented here do not encompass all tenets of FTT, 

they are the ones that most inform a study on serial recall. 
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The tenets are summarized from Brainerd and Reyna (1990) and 

Reyna and Brainerd (1991). 

Memory traces in STM fall along g continuum of verbatim 

to gist. In FTT, memory traces in STM are not assumed to 

contain verbatim detail exclusively. Rather, traces are 

assumed to be represented in varying degrees of detail, both 

from extremely detailed to extremely fuzzy. Verbatim detail 

is akin to sensory or perceptual representations. Gist, on 

the other hand, is a representation of patterns or 

impressions extracted from incoming information. In 

Brainerd and Reyna (1990), gist extraction is described as 

"intuitive," in the sense used in the foundations of 

mathematics. 

Multiple representations of information, with varying 

degrees of detail, may be stored in memory. Information 

from a given experience can be represented simultaneously in 

memory by both gist and verbatim detail. Independence of 

multiple traces is supported by findings that memory 

representations of different types of information in a given 

learning situation (e.g., task relatr,~ and incidental 

information) have varying rates of decay. For instance, 

Lehman et ale (1985) conducted a series of experiments in 

which subjects saw a number of words presented via a number 

of modalities (auditorially or visually). Subjects' ability 

to recognize a word was compared to their ability to 
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identify the presentation modality. During the longest 

delays between presentation of words and recognition tasks 

(1-7 days), subjects were able to identify the modality of a 

word's presentation better than they were able to recognize 

that they had seen a given word. The varying rates of 

inaccessibility for the two types of information suggest 

multiple representations. 

Brainerd and Reyna (1990) refer to a hierarchy of 

representation for encoded information, ranging from the 

most detailed to the most gist like, or primitive. The more 

primitive end of the hierarchy is the most enduring and 

accessible. Gist is more resistant to disintegration 

compared to verbatim detail. Decay is a process affecting 

details of memory traces. Lack of detail in gist traces 

renders them more resistant to decay. Thus, gist is more 

stable and easily accessed for long periods of time. 

Recall from STM can vary along g continuum of simple 

readout to complete reconstruction. To define the extremes 

of the readout continuum, simple readout involves reading 

whatever information is still available for a given trace. 

Reconstruction is a rebuilding of information no longer in 

memory from degraded traces. 

Both simple readout and reconstruction can be applied 

to verbatim detail or gist. Different combinations of trace 

representation and readout processes theoretically can occur 
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during serial recall. For instance, a subject is presented 

with a list of cars: jeep, station wagon, sedan, and sports 

car (the presentation list). A recall statement based on 

simple readout of verbatim detail would involve recall of 

the whole or part of the list. Simple readout of gist might 

be "Four cars altogether, one is red and one looks like my 

brother's car." 

Reconstruction of the verbatim trace involves a 

recharging or refreshing of a degraded trace back to a more 

detailed level so that it can be read out. This process is 

known as redintegration (Brainerd et al., 1991). For 

example, the subject may remember that the name of the last 

car started with an "s". Retrieving that bit of information 

may enhance the trace to the point that it can be read out 

of memory. 

Reconstruction from gist refers to a retrieval process 

in which at least part of the information that is recalled 

is inferred. An example of reconstruction from gist might 

be demonstrated in the ordering of words for serial recall. 

The subject may only be able to remember "jeep" and "sports 

car" and that "sports car" was the last word presented. 

From that information, the subject can infer that "jeep" was 

the first word in the presentation list. This protocol 

demonstrates how the person does not actually have to 
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remember the placement of "jeep" in the presentation list to 

place it in the correct position. 

The ~ of memorial representations recalled from 

memory depends .Qn task y?~:I':-iables and individual differences 

in cognitive abilities. Reyna and Brainerd (1991) provided 

numerous examples of tasks in which gist traces provide 

adequate background information for successful 

problem-solving. The memory span task is an opposite case: 

Best performance will be conducted when simple readout of 

verbatim detail is available. However, task features may 

make verbatim readout very difficult. For instance, anything 

that increases the time between presentation and recall 

(list length, word length, etc.) can render verbatim traces 

inaccessible. In such cases, simple and reconstructive 

readout of gist may predominate in span recall. 

Short-term and long-term memory ~ not distinct 

systems. FTT does not posit a traditional distinction 

between STM and LTM. Reyna and Brainerd (1991) argued that 

the empirical findings used to support the STM-LTM 

distinction actually can be accounted for by the 

differential time courses of verbatim detail and gist. 

Under certain conditions, recall from STM will be comparable 

to recall from LTM. 

Multiple representations £2n interfere with accessing 

the most appropriate traces for given tasks. Brainerd et 
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ale (1990) described retrieval as a type of figure-ground 

perceptual process: Subjects must select among traces for 

the one most appropriate to a given task. Interference to 

recall can occur from noise in the memory system that makes 

the figure-ground process more difficult. There is evidence 

that memory for detail often inhibits performance on 

problem-solving tasks (see Reyna and Brainerd, 1991). It is 

possible that salient gist may interfere with encoding and 

retrieval of verbatim details as well. 

People prefer to process gist rather than verbatim 

detail. Because gist is easier to retrieve, less effortful 

to maintain in consciousness, and more malleable, people 

will process gist when possible. or example Chapman and 

Lindenberger (1988) found that children, even when they 

understood the logic behind solving transitivity 

tasks, still chose to encode the gist of the problem (the 

sticks got shorter in a certain direction) and use that 

information for answering transitivity questions. 

Memory development is primarily development of gist 

processes. In FTT, memory improvements found with age can 

be attributed to increased ability to extract and retrieve 

appropriate gist for given tasks; better trace integration 

and redintegration; and resistance to interference in 

accessing appropriate memory traces for given task 

situations (Brainerd & Reyna, 1989; 1990). 
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Differences in Item and Order Memory 

The memory span task was chosen to further explore FTT 

because the task appears to involve recall of two types of 

information: recall of item information; and recall of item 

order. One question to be examined in this project is 

whether item and order memory differ in the nature of stored 

traces and retrieval processes. 

There are a number of empirical findings indicating 

that recall for item and recall for order are distinct 

processes. Shiffrin and Cook (1978) compared serial 

position effects for recall of items in correct positions to 

recall of items, regardless of position. They found that 

primacy and recency effects were minimized for the recall of 

items in any position. This finding, they argued, 

demonstrated that item and order information are relatively 

independent and order information disappears more quickly 

than item. 

Other researchers have found that certain word 

manipulations affect item and order recall differently. For 

instance, Murdock (1976) reported that taxonomic relatedness 

of items in a list enhanced item recall but had a negative 

effect on order memory. Lee and Estes (1977) reported a 

similar pattern for acoustically similar lists. Item and 

order recall also appear to develop at different rates. Case 

et ale (1972) reported that item span for three-to-four-
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year-aIds was almost equivalent when span was scored without 

regard to position. 

One conclusion that could be drawn from FTT is that 

recall of item information and recall of order memory are 

independent but comparable processes. A hierarchy of 

representations may be stored in STM for both item and order 

memory. However, the nature of item and order information 

may cause different rates of decay for each type of 

information, which require different degrees of 

reconstructive processing. 

First, researchers in the area of verbal learning have 

posited a model for word representation that may describe 

the hierarchy of representation for item information. In 

this model, words are assumed to have three levels of 

representation in memory: a surface representation, which 

may be motoric or perceptual in nature; a semantic 

representation, which contains word definitions; and a 

situational representation, which contains information about 

the context in which the words are presented (Kintsch, 1988; 

Kintsch et al., 1990; Potter & Lombardi, 1990). 

These three levels are characterized by decreasing 

detail. The surface representation obviously contains the 

most detailed information; because it is comparable to a 

photograph of information. The semantic level is slightly 

less detailed, as demonstrated by synonyms. Synonyms are 



words that are distinguishable at the surface level of 

representation: but, at a semantic level, they are 

indistinguishable. The situational level is the least 

detailed because it may rely on patterns or contextual 

features. In a span exercise, for instance, children may 

encode contextual information about the span list itself, 

such as "there are five words," "all of these words are 

examples of animals," "these words rhyme." 
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These levels of representation of information have been 

found to be relatively independent because they become 

inaccessible at different rates of speed. In a 

sentence-verification experiment that entailed 0-4 days 

between presentation of text and recognition of sentences, 

Kintsch et ale (1990) found differential decay rates for 

wording, meaning, and situational information in tasks. This 

finding is consistent with time course differential posited 

by FTT for verbatim detail and gist. 

There also is evidence that surface information may be 

redintegrated if the subject still has access to semantic 

information. Potter and Lombardi (1990) conducted a series 

of experiments in which subjects were presented with 

sentences for recall. Before or after presentation (but 

before recall), subjects completed another task that had a 

synonym for a lure word in the sentences of the verification 

task. During sentence recall, the synonyms intruded 



significantly when they were congruent with the meaning of 

the sentence. The researchers argued that a sentence is 

regenerated from a semantic representation in immediate as 

well as delayed recall. 
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An assumption to be examined here is that item memory, 

which requires recall of specific words, relies on simple 

readout of traces. However, in the event that surface 

traces become inaccessible, then subjects may access a less 

detailed level of representation (such as semantic 

representations) and attempt to red integrate detailed traces 

for verbatim readout. 

In terms of order memory, a conclusion based on FTT is 

that traces containing order information, like traces of 

item information, create a hierarchy of representation which 

is comparable but separate from the item memory hierarchy of 

representation. The gist hierarchy reconciles two 

different, empirically supported, views of order memory. 

Some models of order memory assume that items in span 

lists are linked relationally, with recall of one 

stimulating recall of the next (for instance, Shiffrin & 

Cook, 1978). These are referred to as chaining or 

associative models. An alternative view of storage of order 

information is presented by positional models, such as the 

perturbation model (Lee and Estes, 1977). In positional 
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models, items are related to certain input positions and the 

memory for positions becomes less accurate with time. 

There is evidence to support both positional and 

chaining models. The perturbation model is supported by the 

empirical finding that, when a word is remembered out of 

order, the probability that it will occur in an adjacent 

position is higher than the probability that it will be 

remembered at positions further from the input position. 

This evidence has been presented to support item-to-position 

relationships (Lee and Estes, 1977). However, Shiffrin and 

Cook (1978), who presented items sequentially with different 

temporal-spatial patterns, found that spacing of information 

inhibited order ability. This finding suggests that items 

are linked relationally. 

The findings can be reconciled if order information is 

perceived to have multiple representations of differing 

levels of details. At the most detailed level, each item is 

associated with a particular position. This detailed level 

of representation, incorporates information about the 

absolute item-to-position relationship. At a more gist 

level, item-to-item relationships may be represented, 

containing information both about adjacency of certain items 

and ordinal information about which word comes first. The 

next representational level may simply indicate relational 

information without ordinal information. Even more 
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primitive is a representation of items in the beginning, 

middle, or end of a list. At the next level, the order gist 

may group words in beginning and ends of lists. 

This hierarchy of gist for order information might 

explain why primacy and recency effects of order memory are 

more bowed than for item memory (Healy, 1974). Placing 

words in the first and terminal positions may operate on the 

"beginning-end" gist, while ordering words in the middle 

positions may require more detailed levels of order 

information. Since more primitive levels of gist are more 

easily accessed and applied, ordering of words in the end 

positions predictably will be better than ordering of words 

in middle positions. 

However, it is not a given that only positional 

information is used in application of primitive gist. 

Consider the scenario in which two words are remembered and 

the subject knows which word was presented in the primary 

position. He or she then can infer that the other word 

comes second. The subject infers the word-to-word 

relationship from information about one item's relationship 

to a given position. 

It can be argued that information for order and 

information for item are similar in that they both have 

surface representations that are highly detailed and can be 

retrieved through simple readout. However, gist 
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representations of item and order memory traces are less 

comparable. For item information, loss of detail potentially 

will activate redintegrative processes which will charge 

information up for simple readout. For order information, 

loss of detailed information is likely to force subjects 

into reconstruction of primitive traces. As a result, the 

overall pattern to be expected is that item recall will 

involve simple readout and order memory, reconstructive 

readout. 

Summary 

This chapter provided a theoretical overview of two 

models of STM, with an emphasis on the emerging FTT. Fuzzy 

trace theory provides the framework from which various 

predictions are derived about the effects of various span 

task features on item recall and item ordering in serial 

recall. 

The next chapter presents those predictions. Some 

differences in item and order memory are hypothesized as a 

function of age, list length, recall task (immediate or 

delayed), order of recall task, and selected word 

manipulations for items in the lists. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA ANALYSIS 

As discussed in the previous chapter, an assumption 

that guides these experiments is that cognitive processes 

that are used for recalling items in serial recall are 

independent from processes used for ordering items. 

Therefore, a scoring system was designed to factor subjects' 

ability to recall items (which will be referred to as item 

memory) from subjects' ability to order the items as they 

were presented (order memory). 

To test the FTT model, a number of conditions were used 

in three different experiments to compare measures of item 

and order memory. Four variables were constant across the 

three experiments: age, list length, recall task (immediate 

or delayed recall), and order of recall tasks. Word features 

varied across the three experiments. The first experiment 

was conducted to examine the effects of taxonomic 

relatedness on serial recall. The second experiment was 

designed to investigate the effects of word length 

and acoustic similarity. The third examined the effects of 

presentation modality (pictorial versus verbal modalities). 

This chapter will begin with a discussion of the 

factors chosen for the three experiments, including a 
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summary of findings reported in the literature, a rationale 

for including the factors, and predictions of the effects 

on item and order memory. The chapter will conclude with a 

more detailed description of how the independent and 

dependent variables were operationalized and of the 

experimental procedures. 

Effects and Predictions 

Age. Based on findings reported in STM literature, 

there is reason to believe that order memory improves more 

with age than item memory (Dempster, 1981; Olney and 

Brainerd, 1990). As discussed earlier, recall of order 

memory is considered to involve more complex encoding and 

retrieval than item memory. Olney and Brainerd (1990) 

suggested that order memory s'eems to demonstrate higher 

levels of cognitive ability. Therefore, order memory is 

predicted to show more development than item memory. 

List Length. This manipulation increases the 

presentation-recall interval which, in turn, influences the 

degree to which verbatim detail is accessible. If item 

memory requires more details for execution compared to order 

memory, the list length effect should be greater for item 

compared to order memory. 

Recall Task. Interpolation of a 30-second interference 

tasks between list presentation and recall increases the 

time of the presentation-recall interval. Like the list 



length manipulation, the interference task also interrupts 

subvocal rehearsal, which is thought to refresh memorial 

codes (Brainerd et al., 1990). Therefore, this particular 

manipulation primarily should affect simple readout of 

verbatim traces. Therefore, item memory should be more 

affected than order memory. 
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Order of Recall Task. This particular variable was 

included to examine for preference in gist processing. 

Theoretically, delays between list presentation and recall 

force children to use reconstructive retrieval processes 

because trace disintegration prohibits simple retrieval. In 

immediate recall, however, enough detailed information may 

still exist so that simple readout is possible and, 

therefore, attempted. 

When children begin with delayed recall tasks, their 

reconstructive processing may be primed. If processing of 

gist is preferred over processing of detail, as posited in 

FTT, children may continue to use it even in immediate 

recall tasks. The priming of gist processing which occurs 

when delayed recall precedes immediate recall may enhance 

order memory in immediate recall tasks. However, for item 

memory in which retrieval of verbatim details is essential, 

the immediate-delayed task order may be preferable. In terms 

of development, the order recall should have a greater 

effect on older children because they are better able to 
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invoke gist processing than younger children. 

The remaining variables concern item features of to-be

recalled words. In a review of literature, Bjorklund (1987) 

concluded that item features tend primarily to influence 

item recall more than order recall. His conclusion is 

consistent with the idea that item memory, more so than 

order memory, requires retrieval of detailed traces. 

Overall, the prediction is that manipulation of item 

features primarily will affect item memory, although a few 

exceptions are discussed. 

Taxonomic relatedness of list items. One experiment 

manipulated the degree to which items in a given list were 

taxonomically related. Past research has shown that 

taxonomic relatedness of words seems to enhance recall of 

items (Nelson, 1978; Bjorklund, 1987; Brainerd et al., 

1990), but inhibits order (Murdock, 1976). There is 

evidence that the ability to access incidental information 

stored in memory can enhance recall of other information 

(ceci et al., 1980). 

Taxonomically related lists provide situational 

representations that may enhance redintegration of item 

details. Therefore, item memory should be better for 

taxonomically related lists. However, taxonomic relatedness 

may make items less distinct from one another, which may 
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inhibit order ability, a finding that has been found in past 

research (Murdock, 1976, Nairne, 1990). 

Any effects caused by taxonomic relatedness are likely 

to have a greater effect on older children's performance. 

Taxonomic relatedness of words has been shown to enhance 

recognition memory performance for young children in 

recognition tasks (Goldberg et al., 1974). Research on free 

recall of lists in which words were representative of 

several different categories showed that younger children 

are less likely to cluster items categorically during 

recall. They do not spontaneously recognize category 

memberships as do older children (Morrison & Lord, 1982; 

siaw, 1984). While researchers tended to attribute such 

findings to lack of knowledge regarding category membership, 

it is possible that younger children do not cluster by 

category because their gist processing ability is not well 

developed. 

Acoustic Similarity and Word Length. In the second 

experiment, three item type conditions are compared: 

one-syllable acoustically dissimilar words; one-syllable 

acoustically similar words; and three-syllable acoustically 

dissimilar words. A number of researchers have reported 

negative effects of acoustic similarity (Baddeley, 1966a; 

1966b) and word length (Conrad, 1964; 1971; Hulme, 1984; 

Hulme & Tordoff, 1989; Schiano & Watkins, 1981) on serial 
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recall. However, memory span for long words tends to show 

more development than memory span for acoustically similar 

words. The generic resources explanation for the 

contrasting word length and acoustic similarity effect is 

based on the assumption that subvocal rehearsal, measured by 

speech rates, gets faster with age (Hulme & Tordoff, 1989). 

Fast rehearsal enhances recall of long words, since more 

words can be rehearsed within the rehearsal time interval. 

However, faster rehearsal inhibits recall of acoustically 

similar lists for the same reason that fast recitation makes 

tongue twisters more difficult to pronounce. When 

acoustically similar words are recited quickly, fast 

rehearsal increases confusion among the similar words. 

However, recent research· by Schweickert et ale (1990) 

found that, for acoustically similar lists, errors made with 

acoustically similar lists were not associated with speech 

rate. Rather, the errors were associated with differences 

in representation duration for similar and dissimilar lists. 

The researchers argued that equal amounts of decay of 

acoustically similar and dissimilar lists render 

acoustically similar lists comparatively more difficult to 

recall. 

The studies cited above did not factor order memory 

from item memory, however. Within the FTT framework, 

acoustic similarity would be expected inhibit order memory, 



but it actually could enhance item memory. Acoustic 

similarity may make items easier to recall because of the 

rhyming pattern in the words. For instance, to remember 

"bat, hat, fat," one can extract the pattern of a few 

letters, then red integrate the details. 

However, item information loss may make ordering of 

acoustically similar items more difficult compared to 

ordering of dissimilar items. Lee and Estes (1977) in 
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fact found that order memory is negatively affected by 

acoustic similarity. Their explanation for the acoustic 

similarity effect on order memory is that, even though the 

subject can guess the word based on a degraded item 

information, there is no information available for guessing 

the word order. 

Word length, on the other hand, will probably affect 

item memory more than order memory because long words 

increase presentation and recall intervals. When long words 

are acoustically dissimilar, order memory should not be 

affected by word length. 

Picture-Word Condition. Past researchers have reported 

that memory for pictures is superior to memory for words 

(Perlmutter & Myers, 1975; Schiano & Watkins, 1981). 

Theoretically, pictures are thought to produce more 

elaborate, enduring codes than words (Weldon, Roediger, & 

Challis, 1989). The picture superiority effect requires 



some qualification, however: Other research has indicated 

that the pictures enhanced item memory, but negatively 

affected order memory (Olney & Brainerd, 1990). 
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Researchers operating within the generic resource 

paradigm have argued that pictures are stored in a separate, 

visual storage system that does not include codes for 

temporal order (Baddeley, 1986). Also, information stored in 

the visual system cannot be rehearsed, which explains why 

ordering may be inhibited when lists are presented with 

pictures. Manipulation of visually presented information 

has been reported to affect younger children more than older 

children (Hitch et al., 1989). The explanation usually 

offered is that older children have more developed 

auditory-verbal storage systems than younger children. 

Therefore, older children recode pictures into verbal codes 

that can be stored in the auditory-verbal store, with 

temporal codes that assist with order memory, and can be 

rehearsed. 

An FTT-based explanation for the empirical findings 

regarding picture span does not require introduction of a 

multiple storage systems concept to explain the empirical 

findings regarding picture span. Pictures affect memory 

span by rapidly integrating detailed information into traces 

that are somewhat more persistent than memory for verbally 

presented information (see MacInnes & Price, 1987, for a 
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review of picture effects on memory). These detailed traces 

assist with item memory, which functions best with verbatim 

information. 

However, an overwhelming amount of details may 

interfere with order memory, just as details for background 

information interfered with problem-solving. The 

well-integrated traces extracted from pictures may make 

reconstruction of order more difficult. Therefore, 

presentation modality is predicted to affect item memory 

positively and order memory negatively. 

Independent Variables 

As mentioned earlier, four independent variables were 

identical in all three experiments. All experiments had the 

between-subject variables age (Grades K, 2, 5) and order of 

recall interval (immediate recall followed by delayed 

recall: delayed recall follow by immediate). All projects 

also had two within-subject variables: ~ of recall 

(immediate;delayed) and list length (4, 6, 10, or 12 items). 

All three experiments had a third between-subjects 

variable called item~. Experiment One's item type 

manipulation was taxonomic relatedness of list items 

(related; unrelated). Experiment Two had acoustic similarity 

and word length as the item type variable (one syllable 

similar; one syllable dissimilar; three syllable 



dissimilar). Experiment Three's item type manipulation was 

presentation modality (word: picture). 

Dependent variables 
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The dependent variables were item memory and order 

memory. The data were collected through a standard memory 

span procedure, in which lists were presented and subjects 

were instructed to recall lists in the same order as 

presented. Unlike traditional memory span scoring 

procedures, a system was developed so that memory for item 

and memory for order could be tested for separate, 

independent processes. (This procedure was used in Olney and 

Brainerd, 1990). 

Item memory was operationalized as the proportion of 

items remembered (referred to· as the retrieval set) to items 

presented (the presentation set). For instance, if the 

presentation set consisted of 'bird, car, baby, dress' and 

the child remembered 'baby, dress, bird' then the child's 

item score for that presentation set was 3/4, or .75. The 

order of the retrieval set did not affect this score. 

Order memory was coded as the proportion of items in 

the retrieval set that were in the correct order. set. 

Order proportions were calculated as follows: Each item was 

scored for its correct relative position (the correct 

position score) relative to other retrieval set items: that 

number constituted the numerator for that item. The 
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denominator consisted of the total possible positions other 

than the one occupied by that item in the retrieval set 

(N-l). (The denominator will be called the total position 

score.) Item scores were summed and divided by the sum of 

total possible counts. For example: 

Presentation set 

bird, car, baby 

dress 

Retrieval set 

baby, dress, 

bird 

Order Score 

.l+.l+.l=~ 

222 6 

To illustrate, "baby" is in the correct order for 

"dress" because in the presentation set, "baby" was 

presented before "dress"; likewise, in the retrieval set, it 

was remembered before "dress." However, "baby" is not in 

the correct position relative to "bird" because "bird" was 

presented before "baby," but was remembered after. 

Therefore, "baby" is in the correct position for one of the 

two other words in the presentation list; so it has an order 

score of 1/2. 

Correct position scores were calculated for each item 

in the retrieval set, then summed to create the numerator of 

the fraction used for calculating the order score 

proportions. Total position scores (N-l) were summed across 

items to create the denominator for the order score 

proportion. Then the sum of the correct position scores was 

divided by the sum of the total position scores to create 
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the order memory score. For the example provided above, the 

list's order score was .33, compared to its item score of 

.75 

To correct for guessing, .50 was subtracted from all 

order memory scores. That correction was derived by summing 

the order memory scores for each possible orderings for a 

given list length and dividing by the total number of 

possible orders. For all list lengths, the correction 

factor equaled .50. 

Other Data. Serial position data were also examined. 

To examine for serial position effects, descriptive 

statistics were calculated for each word in each list for 

(a) the mean number of children who remembered that item and 

(b) the mean of the degree to which each child ordered each 

item correctly. In the example provided earlier, the order 

score for "bird" was calculated by dividing the correct 

position score by the total possible positions. Therefore, 

the serial position order score fryr bird was .50 in the 

above example. 

Stimulus 

For each experiment, each child received four lists 

(4-item, 6-item, lO-item, and 12-item lists) with immediate 

recall and four lists of identical length in which a delay 

of 30 seconds was introduced between presentation and 

recall. No words were replicated on any list across 
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experiments. Delayed and immediate recall lists within each 

experiment were made equivalent for categorical relatedness 

in the taxonomic experiment; for word frequency in the 

acoustic similarity-word length experiment; and for 

concreteness in the word-picture experiment. 

Taxonomic-relatedness experiment. In the taxonomic 

experiment, procedure were used to insure that both delayed 

and immediate recall lists were equivalent in terms of 

categorical typicality. Ratings were taken from categorical 

norms tables published by Battig and Montigue (1969) to 

control for typicality. They developed the tables by asking 

subjects to write words that are exemplars of a number of 

categories (e.g., parts of a house, animals), then counted 

the frequency with which exemplars were given. The 

categorical norms tables list the frequencies counts for all 

words. Words were chosen so that sums of the corresponding 

frequency counts for items in the immediate recall lists 

equaled summed counts for words in the delayed condition. 

Words drawn from four categories were used in the taxonomic 

relatedness word condition: relatives (4-item lists); parts 

of a house (6-item lists); kitchen items (lO-item lists); 

and animals (12-item lists). Enough words were chosen to 

create two lists (delayed and immediate recall lists). Then, 

words were randomly assigned (a) to immediate or delay lists 

and (b) to list positions. 



The same tables and procedures were used for the 

unrelated lists, but the words were drawn from 12 

different categories so that no words were taxonomically 

related within a list. Word lists were created so that 

lists of equal length in the four conditions 

(immediate-related, immediate-unrelated, delayed-related, 

and delayed-unrelated) had equivalent category counts. 
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Acoustic similarity/word length experiment. Using the 

same procedures cited above, delayed and immediate recall 

lists in this experiment were made equivalent in terms of 

word frequency, based on meaningfulness ratings on the 

Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan's (1968) norm tables. In the 

acoustically similar, one-syllable condition, words within a 

list all rhymed. 

Picture-word experiment. In the picture-word 

experiment, immediate recall and delayed recall lists were 

made equivalent in terms of concreteness ratings taken from 

Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan's (1969) tables. As in the 

other two experiments, delayed and immediate recall lists of 

identical list lengths had equivalent concreteness ratings. 

The picture spans were created by clipping pictures from 

magazines and children's books, then mounting them on index 

cards. 
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Sample 

The sample (N=174) consisted of 57 kindergarteners, 63 

second graders, and 54 fifth graders from a small town in 

western Pennsylvania with a predominantly white, middle

class population. The mean age of kindergarteners was 5.9 

years, with an age range of 5.0-7.1 years. The mean age of 

second graders was 7.9 years, with ages ranging from 7.2-8.9 

years. The fifth grade group had a mean age of 10.9, with 

an age range of 10.1-12.1 year. There were 83 females and 

91 males in the sample. 

Each student participated in three experiments. All 

children had parental consent to participate and their 

involvement was voluntary. 

Test Procedure 

Children were assigned randomly to conditions in each 

of the experiments. Data for all three experiments were 

collected in one session, with order of experiments 

counterbalanced. Children received a total of 24 span tasks 

-- four word lists with immediate recall and four word lists 

with delayed recall for each experiment. Half of the 

children received delayed recall lists first, while half 

received immediate recall lists first (with recall task 

order held constant across experiments). 

The children were tested individually in a 20-30 minute 

session. They received a series of simple span exercises 
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conducted in the standard format: The researcher read a list 

of words to the student at a pace of approximately one word 

per second. The only exception to this presentation style 

occurred in the picture span condition, in which a picture 

was flashed simultaneously as the word was spoken. Pictures 

were presented for one second, then placed face down on the 

table. Children never saw more than one picture at a time. 

After presentation, the child attempted to recall the list. 

In the immediate recall condition, the child responded 

immediately after the researcher completed reading the list. 

In the delayed recall condition, the child engaged in a 

distraction exercise (e.g., circling all the "Cs" in a block 

of randomly ordered letters) for 30 seconds before recalling 

the list. In both conditions, children were told prior to 

presentation of every list to remember the words in the same 

order in which they were presented. Only one child failed 

to complete all three exercises. 

Data Analysis 

Three repeated measures analyses of variance were 

conducted on the data from each experiment. The first ANOVA 

was conducted to confirm that measures of item and order 

memory were significantly different. This model had memory 

type (item, order memory), list length (4,6,10,12 items) and 

recall task (immediate; delayed) as within-subjects 

variables; and age (K,2,5), recall task order 



(immediate-delayed: delayed-immediate) and item type as 

between-subject variables. Item type was the independent 

variable that involved word feature manipulations. The 

dependent measure was memory, either item or order. 
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Once the six-way ANOVA confirmed significant 

differences between item and order memory, two five-way, 

mixed-model ANOVAs were conducted to further explore the two 

types of memory. Both five-way models incorporated the same 

effects as the six-way with the exception of memory type. 

The dependent measure for one five-way anova was item 

memory: the dependent measure for the second five-way anova 

was order memory. 



CHAPTER 4 

TAXONOMIC RELATEDNESS 

57. 

The purpose behind the three-experiment project was to 

determine whether memory for item and memory for order were 

affected differently by certain task characteristics and by 

age differences. Based on the FTT model, predictions were 

made that task and age effects would differ for item and 

order memory because the two memory types rely on memory 

representations that are more detailed in nature and become 

inaccessible at different rates. 

In this first experiment, effects of age, list length, 

recall task (immediate or delayed), recall task order 

(immediate-delayed or delayed-immediate) and taxonomic 

relatedness of words (related words; unrelated words) on 

item and order memory were examined. 

As a preview, there is evidence that, as predicted, 

item memory was more negatively affected by list length and 

delays between presentation and recall than was order 

memory, indicating that item memory functioned with memory 

traces that were less stable than order memory. Second, 

performance on the simplest span tasks -- four-item lists in 

immediate recall -- was negatively affected by taxonomic 

relatedness of items. This finding indicates that encoding 



of gist-like information interferes with encoding verbatim 

detail. 
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Finally, several findings indicated that gist 

extraction and reconstructive processing develops with age: 

Older children responded more to the recall task order than 

younger children; and the negative effect of taxonomic 

relatedness on recall of four-item lists became larger 

across the three age groups. In terms of order memory, 

kindergarteners appeared to use verbatim readout for order 

memory, second graders appeared to use a combination of 

verbatim and gist processing, and fifth graders seemed to 

use reconstructive processing 

Results 

The reported effects were significant at the .05 level. 

A six-way analysis of variance was conducted with memory as 

the dependent measure and memory type (item memory, order 

memory), list length, and recall task as within-subjects 

variables and age, item type (related, unrelated), and order 

of recall task as between-subjects variables. Item memory 

was the proportion of items remembered from the presentation 

list. Order memory was the proportion of correct ordering of 

remembered items, calculated in the manner described in 

Chapter Three. 

The analysis confirmed that item memory and order 

memory were significantly different, as shown by the main 
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effect for memory type, F(l,l6l)=957.5l, MS=.92.54; a memory 

type by list length interaction, F(3,483)=l45.24, MS=9.26; 

an age by memory type by list length interaction, 

F(6,483)=7.06, MS=.45; an item type by memory type by recall 

task by list length interaction, F(3,483)=5.58, MS=.34; an 

age by item type by memory type by list length interaction, 

F(6,483)=2.35, MS=.l5; an age by item type by memory type by 

recall task by list length interaction, F(6,483)=3.02, 

MS=.l8; and an age by order of recall task by item type by 

memory type by list length interaction, F(6,483)=2.7l, 

MS=.l7. 

After confirming that item and order memory were 

significantly different, two ANOVAS were conducted, one 

using item memory as the dependent variable and one using 

order memory as the dependent variable. Other than the 

memory type variable, which was dropped, the same 

independent variables were used for the two new models. 

In the item memory ANOVA, reliable main effects were 

found for age, F(2,l6l)=102.58, MS=l5.73; recall task, 

F(l,l6l)=3l8.05, MS=29.75; and list length, F(3,483)=539.3l, 

MS=37.65. Reliable first order interactions were reported 

for recall task by recall task order, F(l,l6l)=7.50, MS=.70; 

age by list length, F(6,483)=l5.69, MS=l.lO; item type by 

list length, F(3,483)=l3.l5, MS=.92; and recall task by list 

length, F(3,483)=75.52, MS=5.00. Second order interactions 
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were found for age by recall task by list length, 

F(6,483)=7.56, MS=.50; and item type by recall task by list 

length, F(3,483)=6.l0, MS=.40. Finally, an age by recall 

task order by item type by list length interaction was 

reported, F(6,483)=2.26, MS=.16. 

In the ANOVA using order memory as the dependent 

variable, reliable main effects were found for age, 

F(2,161)=72.18, MS=16.47; recall type, F(1,161)=128.86, 

MS=18.35; and list length, F(3,483)=34.05, MS=3.44. Three 

first order interactions were reported: recall task by list 

length, F(3,483)=8.44, MS=1.09; age by recall task, 

F(2,161)=6.90, MS=.98; item type by recall task, 

F(1,161)=6.84, MS=.97; and age by recall task by list length 

F(6,483)=4.34, MS=.56. Second order interactions included 

one for age by order of recall task by item type, 

F(2,161)=4.98, MS=1.14; age by item type by list length 

F(6,483)=2.52, MS=.25; and recall task order by item type by 

list length, F(3,483)=2.74, MS=.28. Finally, a four-way age 

by item type by recall task by list length interaction, 

F(6,483)=2.91, MS=.37, was reported. 

Discussion 

There is considerable evidence that order memory was 

reliant on traces that were different in nature than those 

used for item memory. The following discussion highlights 

some of the effects that confirm the differences. 
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List length effects. The list length effects in 

general indicate that verbatim encoding and simple readout 

tend to occur primarily in item recall of short lists. Both 

order memory and item memory of longer lists seem to require 

gist processing through comparison of list length effects on 

item and order memory. 

Figure One illustrates the list length effects on the 

two types of memory. It is apparent that the drop in item 

memory performance across list conditions is sharper across 

the four-item and six-item list conditions than across the 

10-item and 12-item lists. Newman-Keuls analysis of the 

four-way interaction showed that, in all conditions, the 

decrease in item memory always was significant across the 

four-item and six-item lists; significant decreases were 

less often reported across the six-item and lO-item lists, 

and almost never was the decline significant when lists were 

increased from 10 to 12 items (see Table 1). Since the item 

memory means represent a percentage of words remembered, 

stabilization of item memory at the longer list lengths 

indicates that the raw number of words remembered actually 

increased slightly as list length increased. Stabilization 

of item memory occurred in both immediate and delayed 

recall, as demonstrated by the following means reported from 

the list length by recall effect: 10-item/immediate 

recall=.32; 12-item/immediate recall=.28; 10-item/delayed 
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Figure 1. A comparison of list effects on item and order 
memory in immediate and delayed recall for the 
taxonomic relatedness experiment. 



Table 1. 

Taxonomic Relatedness. The effects of age, recall task 

order, item type, and list length on item memory. 
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Immediate-Delayed Order Delayed-Immediate Order 

List Length List Length 

4 6 10 12 4 6 10 12 

Kindergarteners 

Related 0.48 0.30 0.16 0.19 0.42 0.31 0.14 0.15 
Unrelated 0.50 0.26 0.15 0.10 0.51 0.23 0.17 0.10 

Second Graders 

Related 0.76 0.39 0.26 0.27 0.59 0.42 0.19 0.22 
Unrelated 0.71 0.39 0.24 0.17 0.76 0.38 0.24 0.19 

Fifth Graders 

Related 0.77 0.64 0.32 0.37 0.87 0.63 0.37 0.41 
Unrelated 0.88 0.60 0.39 0.32 0.91 0.60 0.39 0.29 
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recall=.20: 12-item/delayed recall=.20. The effect 

indicated that the item expansion effect is slightly greater 

in delayed recall. 

The list length effect is different for order memory 

than for item memory. A Newman-Keuls analysis of the age by 

item type by recall task by list length affect showed that 

order memory did not decline significantly across list 

lengths for most situation (see Table 2). As Figure One 

shows, in immediate recall, item memory dropped from .88 for 

the four-item lists to .60 for six-item lists. Order 

memory, on the other hand, decreased from .40 for four-item 

lists to .30 for six-item lists in the immediate recall 

condition. 

In immediate recall, order ability did decline 

significantly for kindergarteners' and second graders' 

performance on unrelated lists; and, in delayed recall, 

fifth graders' order memory declined significantly for 

related words. However, while item memory showed a 

consistent pattern of significant differences across the two 

shorter list conditions, significant differences for order 

memory tended to be between six-item and IO-item or 12-item 

lists. 

The list length effects, for short lists, order memory 

traces were less detailed and more stable than memory traces 

for item memory. However, it is too simplistic to say that 
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Table 2. 

Taxonomic Relatedness. The effects of age, recall task, 

item type, and list length on order memory. 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

4 6 10 12 4 6 10 12 

Kindergarteners 

Related 0.24 -0.01 -0.06 0.04 -0.23 -0.16 -0.25 -0.18 
Unrelated 0.36 0.21 0.09 -0.20 -0.23 -0.30 -0.27 -0.18 

Second Graders 

Related 0.37 0.28 0.10 -0.04 0.01 -0.05 -0.05 0.09 
Unrelated 0.47 0.41 -0.02 0.12 0.16 -0.14 -0.02 -0.11 

Fifth Graders 

Related 0.48 0.38 0.22 ·0.21 0.42 0.28 0.23 0.09 
Unrelated 0.48 0.42 0.39 0.38 0.36 0.19 0.25 0.10 
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item memory functioned only with verbatim detail, because 

item memory for short lists appeared distinctly different 

from item memory for long lists. Simple readout of verbatim 

traces probably was the process employed in item recall of 

short lists, since detailed traces should have been 

available in this list condition. The children may have 

attempted to use simple readout of verbatim traces for both 

four-item and six-item lists, and the dramatic drop in item 

memory across these two list conditions are indicative of 

the quick-fade nature of this detailed level of memory 

representation. The mere addition of two items to a list 

lengthened the presentation-recall interval sufficiently to 

cause considerable decay of verbatim traces. 

As list lengths were increased to 10-12 items, however, 

verbatim traces may have become completely inaccessible, so 

children were forced to attempt to red integrate fuzzy 

traces. Obviously, loss of item information prevented 

optimal performance on memory span, explaining the 

significant decreases in item memory across list lengths. 

However, the fuzzy traces used for item recall of longer 

lists were more stable and therefore less affected by list 

length, so list length manipulations in 10-12 item range had 

minimal effect on item recall. 

In fact, longer list lengths actually seemed to enhance 

item memory. Because the item memory scores represent a 
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percentage of items remembered, the actual number of words 

recalled was higher for 12-item than lO-item lists. Brainerd 

et ale (in press) argued that the act of retrieval actually 

seems to refresh memory codes that enhance redintegration 

processes. The increases in item recall for the longer lists 

are consistent with that argument. 

There also was a taxonomic relatedness effect on longer 

lists that further indicates that gist enhances 

redintegration processes. Table 1 shows that, for all grade 

levels, performance on taxonomically related, 12-item lists 

was consistently (albeit nonsignificantly) better than 

performance on unrelated 12-item lists. In fact, item memory 

for 12-item related lists was better than item memory for 

lO-item related lists. The taxonomic relatedness effect was 

greater for older children, who are assumed to be better at 

extracting gist and applying reconstructive processes. In 

sum, it appears that item memory can benefit from gist 

processing. 

Recall Task Effects. The recall task had different 

effects on item and order memory. The item type by recall 

task by list length interaction indicated that delayed 

recall had a greater effect on item memory of short lists, 

simply because item recall in the longer list conditions was 

so low in immediate recall that significant differences due 

to recall delays were not possible. In comparison, floor 



effects on order memory were not found in the long list, 

immediate recall conditions, so order memory was 

consistently better in the immediate than delayed recall 

condition. 
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Taxonomic relatedness effects. For item memory, item 

type primarily affected four-item lists, providing yet more 

evidence for differential processing between short and long 

lists. Overall, item memory for the shorter lists was 

better when items were taxonomically unrelated, in both 

delayed and immediate recall conditions. Related lists 

could have affected item memory for four-item lists in two 

ways. First, taxonomic relatedness may have been a 

distraction, which could have prevented children from 

encoding verbatim details that are the traces of choice for 

serial recall of short lists. 

Taxonomic relatedness also could have affected 

retrieval processes. FTT tenets indicate that both verbatim 

and gist representations can be processed in parallel (see 

Brainerd & Reyna, in press). However, because people tend 

to prefer gist over verbatim processing (Brainerd and Reyna, 

1991) the relatedness pattern may have been very prominent 

during the retrieval process and may have interfered with 

the ability to access the surface trace. In the related list 

condition, children had to choose between two traces, making 

item memory for short lists more difficult. The question, 



then, is whether salient patterns in incoming information 

prevented encoding or retrieval of verbatim traces. 
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The interference of the gist-like relatedness 

information with item memory of short lists complements past 

findings reported from the FTT literature. Brainerd 

(personal communication, 1991) reported that, on 

problem-solving tasks that can be solved with gist-level 

background information, such as transitive inference, 

retention of unnecessary detailed information actually 

inhibited problem-solving performance. In this experiment, 

where detailed information is required for accurate recall 

performance, gist-like traces hurt performance on a task 

that is best performed with readout of verbatim detail. 

The interferences of relatedness information also may 

demonstrate the gist processing preference. Children 

attention appeared to be drawn toward patterns when both 

patterns and details were presented. 

As with the recall task variable, taxonomic relatedness 

affects on order memory interacted with age in such a way 

that the effects will be discussed in the section on 

development. 

Age effects on item memory. Finally, there was 

evidence in both the item and order memory analyses that 

reconstructive processes develop more with age than simple 

processes. In terms of item memory, the evidence appeared 
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in the effect of taxonomic relatedness on item memory for 

four-item lists. Newrnan-Keuls analysis of the four-way 

interaction showed that the item memory difference between 

related and unrelated four-item lists was significant for 

fifth graders but not for kindergarteners; for second 

graders, the difference was significant in the 

delayed-immediate recall order condition only. The 

increasing effect of taxonomic relatedness on item recall of 

four-item lists is consistent with the belief that older 

children are better at gist processing: Taxonomic 

relatedness did not affect kindergarteners because they did 

not notice the pattern. Furthermore, relatedness only 

affected second graders' performance significantly in the 

delayed-immediate condition. If the delayed-immediate task 

order led to enhanced priming of gist processing in 

immediate recall, the taxonomic relatedness of items may 

have become more salient to second graders, thus interfering 

with simple readout of verbatim memory traces. 

Interestingly, fifth graders' performance on short, 

related lists actually improved significantly when the 

recall order was delayed-immediate. It is possible that. 

performing delayed recall tasks prior to immediate recall 

tasks gave the older children extra practice at gist 

processing and helped them process the relatedness pattern 

more thoroughly than in the immediate-delayed task order, 
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which in turn encouraged accessing the verbatim trace. This 

particular finding seems to indicate that gist affects 

retrieval rather than encoding. 

Age effects on order memory. Age development of 

reconstructive processing ability also is supported by the 

fact that order memory developed more than item memory. 

Older children consistently performed better at order recall 

than younger children, a finding that was more pronounced in 

the delayed recall condition. For delayed recall, 

Newman-Keuls comparisons of the age by item type by recall 

task by list length interaction showed that fifth graders' 

order memory performance was higher than kindergarteners 

and/or second graders on four-item, six-item, and IO-item 

lists in both related and unrelated item conditions. The 

same analysis within the immediate recall task condition 

showed that fifth graders' order memory scores were only 

significantly higher than kindergarteners' and/or second 

graders' for six-item related lists and IO-item and 12-item 

unrelated lists. 

Age by recall delay effects on order memory. Younger 

children's order memory was more affected by delays than 

older children's, according to the Newman-Keuls analysis of 

the four-way effect on order memory (see Table 2). 

Kindergarteners' order memory significantly declined when a 

30-second interference task was introduced in the four-item 
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related lists and four-item, six-item, and IO-item related 

lists. A similar Newman-Keuls analysis on second graders 

order memory scores showed that their order memory declined 

as a function of recall delays in the four-item related list 

condition only. Fifth graders order memory did not decline 

significantly after a recall delay for related or unrelated 

lists of any length. This finding suggests that younger 

children may be attempting to order information through 

simple readout of verbatim traces, thus their performance is 

significantly affected by the recall delay. Order memory of 

older children, who are assumed to use reconstruction of 

gist for order memory, was not affected by the delay to the 

same degree. 

There also is an indication that, for delayed recall, 

that age differences are greater for long lists than for 

short lists, an opposite list length effect than was 

reported for item recall. This age by list effect for order 

memory provides more support to the FTT tenet that 

reconstructive processing develops more with age than does 

simple processing. As ordering of a presentation list 

becomes more difficult, children are forced to rely on 

reconstruction from increasingly more primitive gist, a 

process that requires more sophisticated gist processing 

ability. Therefore, age superiority effects on order memory 



should have become more noticeable as tasks became more 

difficult. 
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In delayed recall, order memory declined steadily 

across list lengths for fifth graders. The pattern for 

younger children is bowed, with slightly better performance 

on longer and short lists than the mid-range (6-item) list. 

The bowing is deeper for second graders than 

kindergarteners. This pattern could indicate that 

kindergarteners used simple readout of verbatim traces for 

order memory almost exclusively; second graders may use a 

combination of simple readout and gist, depending on the 

complexity of the task; and fifth graders may use gist 

processing almost exclusively. 

The rationale for arguing that kindergarteners relied 

almost exclusively on simple readout is based on the finding 

that they tended to backward order protocols in delayed 

recall. Backward ordering simply is a version of simple 

readout. For immediate tasks, forward readout was possible 

because the first items in the presentation list were still 

accessible. After a 30-second delay, however, the first 

items may have been lost. Therefore, verbatim readout of 

items would entail starting with the last word available in 

memory, then moving backward to the earliest presented item 

that is still available in memory. Forward ordering in 

immediate recall and backward ordering in delayed recall 



indicated that kindergarteners used simple readout almost 

exclusively. 
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Age effects on serial position of order. Further 

support for younger children's verbatim readout was found in 

serial position data. Figure Two shows serial position 

curves comparing age differences in item and order 

performance for immediate recall and delayed recall of item 

and order memory of 12-item lists. For kindergarteners, 

there was a recency effect for item memory and for order 

memory, indicating that kindergarteners were best able to 

recall the most recently presented items and to order them 

as they were presented. In delayed recall, there is a slight 

primacy and recency effect for item memory, indicating that 

first and last words tend to ·be remembered best. However, 

there is neither primacy or recency effect for order memory 

in delayed recall: The order memory scores for each position 

were close to -.50, indicating that every item tended to be 

remembered out of order in relation to every other item. 

Perfect backward ordering would cause such serial position 

effects. 

The second graders' order memory performance seemed to 

demonstrate a mixture of simple and reconstructive readout 

of order. In the immediate recall task, there is a decline 

with list length that would be expected if simple readout 

processes were used. In delayed recall, however, the order 
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memory curve across list lengths is actually bowed. The 

bowed pattern is consistent with simple readout of short 

lists and reconstructive readout of long lists. 
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It is possible that reconstructive processing ability 

is somewhat developed in second graders, but they are less 

likely than older children to apply such processes. For 

shorter lists, verbatim traces may have been available 

enough that second graders continued to attempt order recall 

with simple processes. However, increases in task 

complexity (by adding more words) may have made simple 

readout impossible. Therefore, second graders may be forced 

into using reconstructive processes. Hence, their order 

memory performance improved for later lists. 

Serial position curves for the older children show 

markedly different patterns compared to kindergarteners. 

Figure Two shows second graders developed a much stronger 

primacy effect for order memory in the immediate recall 

position compared to kindergarteners -- a primacy effect 

that is comparable to that of fifth graders' in immediate 

recall. Across the two older age groups, there is marked 

development of the primacy effect in delayed recall. A 

reconstructive processing explanation can be applied to age 

changes in the primacy effect on order. Memory traces for 

the most recently presented items may have undergone the 

least degree of decay. In retrieving all of the words 
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remembered, children may have recognized that the most 

retrievable items (or the most easily ordered items) are the 

latest ones presented. They could have inferred, then, that 

other words must be ordered before the most easily 

remembered items. This is one example of how reconstructive 

processing could explain the primacy effect. Table 3 shows 

that the primacy and recency effects increased with list 

length. As span tasks become more complex, children become 

better at seeing and applying gist that allows grouping 

recalled items into beginning or ends of lists. 

Age by taxonomic relatedness effects. The effects of 

item type on order memory also may provide indications of 

different degrees of reconstructive processing across the 

three age groups. For kindergarteners and second graders, 

item type seemed to have the greatest effect on shorter 

lists, with unrelated lists easier to order in immediate 

recall. However, second graders found that, for longer 

lists, unrelated lists still were easier to order, while 

kindergarteners had better order memory for related long 

lists. Finally, fifth graders found unrelated lists easier 

to order than related lists, regardless of list length, 

although the difference between their order memory for 

related and unrelated lists increased with list length. 

If kindergarteners use simple readout consistently, 

then the effect of taxonomic relatedness should be similar 
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Table ,3. 

Taxonomic Relatedness. List length effects on primacy 

and recency order memory. 

Inrnediate Recall Delayed Recall 

First Middle Last First Middle Last 
(Mean)* (Mean) 

Kindergarteners 

4-item 0.10 -0.01 0.08 -0.23 -0.39 ·0.40 
6-item -0.16 -0.29 0.00 -0.29 -0.35 -0.31 

10-item -0.25 -0.38 -0.11 -0.35 -0.43 -0.42 
12-item -0.33 -0.42 -0.23 -0.48 -0.45 ·0.44 

Second Graders 

4-item 0.25 0.22 0.34 0.02 -0.25 ·0.23 
6-item 0.30 -0.14 -0.02 -0.10 -0.25 -0.24 

10-item -0.13 -0.35 -0.17 -0.16 -0.38 ·0.32 
12-item -0.18 -0.39 -0.13 -0.30 -0.39 '0.34 

Fifth Graders 

4-item 0.41 0.42 0.41 0.18 0.07 0.12 
6- i tem 0.38 0.02 0.12 0.01 -0.12 -0.14 

10-item 0.30 -0.16 -0.04 0.13 -0.26 -0.24 
12-item 0.10 -0.23 -0.06 -0.12 -0.34 -0.21 

*This score represents a mean of serial pos it i on scores 
across positions two through eleven. 
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for both item and order memory. In item memory information, 

taxonomic relatedness interfered with simple recall of 

shorter lists; but it assisted with redintegration and 

readout of longer lists. Possibly taxonomic relatedness 

helped to red integrate verbatim order memory traces as well 

as item information for kindergarteners. 

Second graders, on the other hand, appeared to use 

simple readout to order short lists and reconstructive 

processes to order long lists. In general, taxonomic 

relatedness affected second graders' performance such that 

their order performance was comparable to kindergarteners 

when ordering short lists and comparable to fifth graders 

when ordering long lists. If second graders in fact apply 

simple readout to order short lists, then taxonomic 

relatedness should have a negatively affect order as well as 

item recall in the short list conditions. 

However, if they are using reconstructive processing 

for longer lists, taxonomic relatedness is likely to 

negatively affect order recall for long lists simply because 

more items were remembered for related than for unrelated 

lists. As argued above, recall of more items prevented use 

of the primitive "beginning-end" gist, so ordering of more 

words may require more detailed gist (e.g., 

relational-ordinal information). The fact that second 

graders and fifth graders found 12-item unrelated lists in 
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immediate recall to be easier to order is consistent with 

the primitive-gist concept: More total words were remembered 

for the 12-item related as opposed to unrelated lists, so 

the application of the "beginning-middle-end" gist should be 

more successful in the unrelated condition. 

It is difficult to explain why second graders' had 

worse order memory scores for unrelated 12-item lists in 

delayed recall, except to apply the concept that more 

complicated tasks forced younger children to use 

reconstructive processing. The effect of taxonomic 

relatedness on item memory for short lists showed that 

relatedness interfered with item memory. If children are 

attempting simple recall, then the related lists should have 

been more difficult to order than unrelated ones. The 

relatedness variable coupled with long list lengths may have 

made ordering of the items complex enough that second 

graders were forced to apply reconstructive processing of 

gist; unrelated lists may not have added enough complexity 

to push the second graders into gist processing at the 

12-item length. 

Age by recall task order effects. The age by recall 

task order by recall task effect showed a series of 

disordinal interactions for each age group, providing 

further indication that kindergarteners relied on simple 

readout of order memory, second graders used both simple and 
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reconstructive readout, and fifth graders, primarily 

reconstructive readout. Recall task order seemed to have 

little effect on unrelated lists at all age levels. The 

changes in order memory as a function of recall task order 

were observed primarily in the related item condition. 

(Newman-Keuls analysis of the three-way effect indicated 

that, within each age group, a comparison of order memory 

for related lists in the delayed-immediate condition was not 

significantly different than related lists in the 

immediate-delayed condition; likewise, unrelated 

lists were not significantly different as a function of 

recall task order. Thus order of recall task had a small 

effect on order performance). 

The age by recall task order by item type effect 

indicated that fifth grader's order memory was higher for 

unrelated lists than related lists in the immediate-delayed 

condition; but in the delayed-immediate condition, order 

memory was almost equal for related and unrelated lists. In 

immediate recall, it is possible that the taxonomic 

relatedness pattern actually interfered with accessing order 

information, but in the delayed-immediate recall task, which 

primes gist processing, older children actually may have 

processed the multiple traces more thoroughly so that 

memorial representations became more distinguishable, making 

the appropriate trace more accessible. One of the important 



memory skills that is said to develop is the ability to 

retrieve the correct memory trace for a given task. 
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Second graders, it was argued, would use simple readout 

sometimes and reconstructive readout sometimes. It is 

reasonable to expect that they would be more likely to use 

simple readout in the immediate-delayed condition and 

reconstructive processing in delayed-immediate, assuming 

that the delayed-immediate order primed gist processing. It 

is possible that the redintegration processes that 

assisted with item memory of long lists also may have helped 

with order memory when simple readout processes were being 

applied. So, second graders' order memory should be better 

for related lists in the immediate-delayed recall order, if 

simple processes were in application. However, in the 

delayed-immediate task order, where second graders may have 

adopted reconstructive processing, items from unrelated 

lists would be more distinguishable and therefore, easier to 

order. Thus, taxonomically related lists were easier for 

second graders to order in the immediate-delayed order 

condition, but unrelated lists were easier in the 

delayed-immediate order. 

Finally, if kindergarteners were using simple readout 

of order memory for both related and unrelated tasks, then 

the delayed-immediate recall condition may have primed 

kindergarteners' redintegration processes. Therefore, 
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simple readout of order should have been better for related 

than unrelated lists in the delayed-immediate recall order 

condition, while order of recall would have minimal effect 

on ordering of unrelated tasks. 

Summary 

The results of this experiment support a number of FTT 

concepts. First, the multiple levels of gist were evident 

from the list effects on item memory: surface traces were 

used in short lists; but in circumstances where verbatim 

traces were no longer available, such as long lists and 

delayed recall, item memory seemed to be reconstructed from 

degraded traces. Independence of item memory and order 

memory also was supported in that the independent variables 

had different effects on the two types of memory. 

Development of reconstructive processes were apparent in the 

age effects on order memory for delayed recall, processes 

that differed across age groups. Finally, development of 

trace consolidation and reconstructive processing ability 

were seen in the age differences in order memory in delayed 

recall and less interference of relatedness on older 

children's item recall of 4-item lists. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ACOUSTIC SIMILARITY - WORD LENGTH EXPERIMENT 

This experiment further examined the effects of age, 

list length, recall task, and order of recall task on item 

and order memory. The item type manipulation was word 

length and acoustic similarity: One third of the sample was 

presented with one-syllable acoustically dissimilar words: 

one third, with acoustically similar: and one third, with 

three-syllable acoustically dissimilar words. 

Results in this experiment were similar to many in the 

taxonomic relatedness experiment reported in Chapter Three. 

List length appeared to negatively affect item memory more 

than order memory, but the decline in item memory was 

greatest across the four-item and six-item conditions. There 

was some evidence that list length had a positive affect on 

older children~s order memory, suggesting development of 

reconstructive processing. Age, item type, and recall task 

primarily affected item memory for short lists. Order 

memory findings, by comparison, showed age differences that 

were more discrepant for longer lists and the recall task 

affected order ability regardless of list length. 

The syllable-similarity word manipulation affected item 

memory for four-item lists primarily. Memory for 
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three-syllable words was more difficult than memory for 

one-syllable words. Because three-syllable words create a 

longer presentation-recall time interval than one-syllable 

words, this finding indicates that, for simple readout 

processes, time was the chief factor affecting performance. 

verbatim detail fades so quickly that merely the addition of 

eight syllables to a four-item list affected simple readout 

of verbatim detail. 

As found in other literature (e.g. Hulme & Tordoff, 

1989), more age improvements were found for recall of 

three-item words than for one-item words. The difference 

between item recall for short, one-syllable acoustically 

similar lists and short, one-syllable dissimilar word lists 

was greater for older children than younger children. The 

effect was more pronounced in delayed recall, however. 

In terms of order memory, three-syllable words proved 

to be more difficult to order than one-syllable words on the 

average. However, the delayed-immediate condition, which 

was assumed to enhance gist processing across the eight span 

tasks completed by each child, lessened the difficulty of 

ordering three-syllable words. For older children, who were 

considered to be better at processing gist, the 

delayed-immediate condition and delayed recall made the 

acoustically similar words more difficult to order than in 

the immediate recall task order and in the immediate-delayed 
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situation. Priming of gist may have prevented older children 

from encoding item features necessary for ordering the 

information. 

The results are presented below. All effect are 

significant at the .05 level unless otherwise specified. 

Results 

A six-way analysis of variance was conducted with 

memory as the dependent measure; with memory type (item 

memory, order memory) list length, and recall task as within 

subjects variables; and with age, item type, and order of 

recall task as between-subjects variables. The following 

reliable effects involving memory type were reported: a main 

effect for memory type, F(1,155)=652.99, MS=70.17; an age by 

memory type interaction, F(2;155)=4.71, MS=.51; a memory 

type by list length interaction, F(6,465)=79.23, MS=5.50; an 

age by memory type by list length interaction, 

F(6,465)=7.99, MS=.55; a memory type by recall task by list 

length interaction, F(5,465)=13.70, MS=.88; and an age by 

order of recall task by item type by memory type by recall 

task interaction, F(4,155)=4.34, MS=.28. 

As in the taxonomic relatedness experiment, two 

separate ANOVAs were conducted, one using item memory as a 

dependent variable, the other using order memory as the 

dependent variable. For the item memory ANOVA, main effects 

were found for age, F(2,155)=100.38, MS=11.62; item type 
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F(2,155)=12.45, MS=11.44i list length, F(3,465)=377.88, 

MS=21.46i and recall task, F(1,155)=227.45, MS=16.33. 

Reliable interaction effects were found for item type by 

recall task, F(2,155)=3.89, MS=.28i age by recall task, 

F(2,155)=3.90. MS=.28i age by list length, F(6,465)=22.99, 

MS=1.31i item type by list length, F(6,465)=21.69, MS=1.23i 

and recall task by list length, F(3,465)=46.35, MS=2.44. 

Finally, an item type by recall task by list length 

interaction, F(6,465)=4.40, MS=.23 and age by item type by 

recall task by list length interaction, F(12,465)=2.98, 

MS=.16, were reported. Order of recall task was not 

significant, either as a main effect or as a variable in 

interaction effects. 

The ANOVA for order memory showed a main effect for age 

F(2,155)=65.25, MS=16.95i recall task, F(1,155)=95.79, 

MS=14.19i and list length, F(3,465)=12.22, MS=1.77. First 

order interactions were found for age by recall length, 

F(2,15)=3.36, MS=.50i and recall task by list length, 

F(3,465)=7.36, MS=.93. Three-way interactions were reported 

for age by recall task by list length, F(6,465)=2.59, 

MS=.33i and an age by recall task order by recall task, 

F(2,155)=2.70, MS=.40. A four-way age by order of recall by 

item type by recall task interaction, F(4,155)=4.17, MS=.62, 

also was reported. 
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Discussion 

List length effects. As with the taxonomic relatedness 

experiment, the list effects were different for item and 

order memory. The reliable four-way interaction on item 

memory (see Table 4) indicated that item memory declined 

more when list lengths were increased from four to six items 

than when they were increased from 10 to 12 items. 

Newman-Keuls analysis showed that decreases in item memory 

were almost always significant across four-item and six-item 

lists, but under no condition did item memory significantly 

decrease when lists were increased from 10 to 12 items. 

In immediate recall, order memory fell from .26 in the 

four-item list length condition to .21 in the six-item 

condition. There is a floor effect for order memory in the 

delayed condition memory for the shortest list is near 

.00, so decreases in order memory cannot be compared to 

decreases in item memory across these two conditions. 

However, the findings for immediate recall indicate that 

list length has a greater effect on item than order memory. 

Age and recall effects on item memory. Age and recall 

task effects on item memory were greater for short lists 

than long lists. Newman-Keuls analysis indicated that age 

improvements in item memory and declines in item memory as a 

function of delayed recall were significant only for 

four-item and, sometimes, six-item lists. It appears that 
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Table 4. 

Acoustic Similarity - Word Length. The effects of age, 

recall task, item type, and list length on item memory. 

Immediate Delayed 

List Length List Length 

4 6 10 12 4 6 10 12 

Kindergarteners 

1-Dissimilar 0.66 0.35 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.10 0.09 0.04 
1-Similar 0.72 0.31 0.18 0.25 0.26 0.13 0.10 0.08 
3-Dissimilar 0.30 0.34 0.19 0.14 0.19 0.08 0.06 0.07 

Second Graders 

1-Dissimilar 0.82 0.44 0.28 0.16 0.36 0.14 0.15 0.09 
1-Similar 0.80 0.48 0.31 0.25 0.42 0.24 0.18 0.13 
3-Dissimilar 0.44 0.51 0.27 0.17 0.30 0.18 0.18 0.09 

Fifth Graders 

1-Dissimilar 0.94 0.56 0.36 0.32 0.88 0.44 0.25 0.34 
1-Similar 0.92 0.56 0.36 0.27 0.68 0.37 0.26 0.22 
3-Dissimilar 0.79 0.53 0.37 0.30 0.53 0.42 0.29 0.27 
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recall of longer lists required on memory traces that were 

more stable than traces used for recall of short lists. The 

age, recall task, and list length effects together indicated 

that verbatim readout was used in item recall of short 

lists, while redintegration of fuzzy traces occurred in the 

longer list lengths. 

Age and recall effects on order memory. The age by 

recall task by list length interaction showed a different 

list effect for order memory (see Figure Three). In 

immediate recall, the list length effect on kindergarteners' 

order memory was comparable to list length effects on item 

memory: a sharp drop in order memory for across the 

four-item and six-item list conditions, then stabilized 

across longer lists. Second and fifth graders order memory 

performance did not decline dramatically until the lO-item 

list condition. In immediate recall, older children 

appeared to be relying on memory traces that were more 

stable over time. Beyond the six-item list length, second 

graders' performance seemed to continue to decline, while 

fifth graders' order performance stabilized. 

This pattern could represent more sophisticated gist 

processing ability in older children. The stabilizing of 

order memory in the fifth graders' order memory may 

represent an adjustment toward using more primitive gist to 

accommodate the increasing complexity of the span task. 
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Figure 3. Development of order memory in delayed and 
immediate recall for the acoustic similarity
word length experiment. 
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Second graders seemed to perform a certain degree of 

reconstructive processing compared to kindergarteners, 

because their order memory was not affected by list length 

increases of four to six items. However, the sharp decline 

in second graders' order memory across the 6-item and 

IO-item lists shows that they are not able to adjust gist 

processes to accommodate task complexity as well as fifth 

graders. 

Age effects on order memory. There were improvements 

in order memory across age groups, in both delayed and 

immediate recall task conditions (see Table 5). Newman-Keuls 

comparison of order memory among the three age groups 

indicated that fifth graders' order memory was significantly 

higher than kindergarteners and/or second graders on 

six-item, IO-item, and 12-item list lengths in immediate 

recall and for all list lengths in delayed recall. 

Interestingly, the only condition in which age differences 

were not significant was for immediate recall of four-item 

lists. Short list recall, for item and order both, appears 

to lend itself to simple readout. Therefore, it is likely 

that, for four-item lists, order memory would be comparable 

for all three age groups. 

The age improvements are more pronounced for delayed 

tasks than immediate tasks, because younger children's order 

memory was more affected by the delay interval than older 
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Table 5. 

Acoustic Similarity - ~~ord Length. The effects of age, 

recall task order, recall task, and item type on order 

memory. 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Imm-Del Del-Imm Imm-Del Del-Im 

Kindergarteners 

1-Dissimilar 0.05 -0.05 -0.35 -0.25 
1-Similar -0.10 0.17 -0.08 -0.30 
3-Dissimilar -0.15 0.02 -0.28 -0.22 

Second Graders 

1-Dissimilar 0.21 0.13 -0.04 -0.12 
1-Similar 0.26 0.16 -0.10 -0.01 
3-Dissimilar 0.14 0.17 -0.05 0.03 

Fifth Graders 

l-Dissimilar 0.38 0.37 0.32 0.29 
l-Similar 0.36 0.25 0.09 0.11 
3-Dissimilar 0.23 0.27 0.13 0.20 
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children's. This finding sUbstantiates FTT claims that much 

of children's memory span development is a result of 

improvements in ordering of word lists. If older children 

were in fact using reconstructive processes to order 

protocols, then they are using less detailed memory traces 

that are relatively stable. Their order memory should have 

been less affected by the delay than younger children's, 

whose reliance on detailed traces for order recall should 

have caused greater decreases in order memory. Therefore, 

greater age changes would be expected in delayed recall. 

Age by list length effects. Kindergarteners' order 

memory for delayed recall tasks did not vary much as a 

function of list length (Newman-Keuls analysis indicated no 

significant difference among'the four list lengths). As in 

the taxonomic relatedness experiment, kindergarteners used 

backward ordering in delayed recall, indicating that their 

order memory relied primarily in both recall task 

conditions. 

Second graders seemed to demonstrate a mixture of 

simple and reconstructive readout of order, as they did in 

the taxonomic relatedness experiment. In the immediate 

recall task, there was a decline across list length 

conditions that indicated a decline in simple 

readout performance with increased lists. In delayed recall, 

however, there is a bowed pattern across the four list 
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length conditions that indicated that second graders' order 

memory was better for short and long lists compared to 

mid-length lists. Newman-Keuls analysis indicated that order 

memory decreased significantly across the four-item and 

six-item lists, then increased significantly across the 

six-item and IO-item lists. This finding would be expected 

if second graders were using simple readout for short lists 

and gist-reconstruction for longer lists. 

Changes in fifth graders' order memory across list 

lengths in the delayed recall condition show a bow-shaped 

curve that is similar to, but flatter, than second graders. 

It could be argued from this finding that fifth graders 

showed more sophisticated use of gist processing, with 

reconstruction of somewhat detailed gist for shorter list 

lengths and reconstruction for more primitive gist for 

longer list lengths. 

Word length and acoustic similarity effects on item 

memory. The item type manipulation primarily affected 

shorter lists. Newman-Keuls analysis on the four-way 

interaction affect on item memory reported that, for all 

three age groups, item memory for one-syllable dissimilar 

and one-syllable similar four-item lists in immediate recall 

was not significantly different. However, item memory for 

four-item, three-syllable lists was significantly worse than 

for the two, one-syllable word conditions. This finding 
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provides a critical comparison of the FTT and generic 

resource models. Because the resources theory assumes that 

rehearsal rate to explain both word length and acoustic 

similarity effects, then item memory for one syllable, 

dissimilar word lists should have been significantly higher 

than both one-syllable, acoustically similar and 

three-syllable words. Furthermore, the difference should 

have remained consistent or increased across list lengths. 

FTT theory, which explains the effects based on duration of 

representation, would predict that item memory for the 

three-syllable words would be significantly lower than the 

two, one-syllable word conditions because the 

presentation-recall time interval is longer for 

three-syllable words. The findings support the FTT model. 

It also is important to note that as lists got longer, 

item memory for the item type conditions was roughly 

equivalent. As recall became increasingly dependent on 

redintegration of fuzzy traces, item features became 

decreasingly influential over item memory performance. 

Age changes for item memory for acoustically similar 

words were comparable to Hulme and Tordoff's (1989) 

findings: The difference between item memory for 

one-syllable acoustically dissimilar words and one-syllable 

similar words increased with age. However, if subvocal 

rehearsal rate caused the age effect, the effect should have 
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been more pronounced in the immediate recall rather than 

delayed recall, because the 3D-second interference exercise 

would have interrupted rehearsal. Instead, acoustic 

similarity had a greater effect on fifth graders' item 

memory in delayed recall: Newrnan-Keuls analysis indicated 

that fifth graders' item memory for similar and dissimilar 

lists was significant in delayed recall, but not immediate 

recall. A representation duration explanation would predict 

that acoustic similarity would have greater acoustic 

similarity effects in delayed recall, because item memory in 

delayed recall relies more heavily on redintegration. 

Acoustically similar words should be more difficult to 

redintegrate. A larger acoustic similarity effect also would 

be expected for fifth graders, who are more likely to engage 

in redintegrative processing. 

Also consistent with Hulme and Tordoff's (1989) 

findings was the finding that item memory ,of three-syllable 

words developed more across the three age groups. In fact, 

for the younger two age groups, the difference between item 

memory for three-syllable and one-syllable four-item lists 

was roughly equivalent to the decline in item memory of the 

one-syllable lists across the four-item and six-item lists. 

This finding suggests that declines in item memory across 

item-type conditions and the shorter list length conditions 
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were caused by the same thing: loss of item features leading 

to poorer simple readout. 

For fifth graders, however, the decrease of item memory 

in the one-syllable word conditions caused by increasing 

list lengths from four to six items is much greater than the 

item memory differences between one-syllable and 

three-syllable word conditions. Possibly fifth graders 

process a three-syllable word differently than they do 

three, one-syllable words such that three-syllable words are 

easier to redintegrate. Perhaps long words constitute a 

chunk of information that requires fewer details to 

reconstruct than do three, one-syllable words. The finding 

indicates that item features may have affected the types of 

traces that are encoded and processed during recall. 

It is more difficult to explain why younger children 

seem to have the best item memory for acoustically similar 

words in delayed recall. Differences among the three item 

type conditions in delayed recall of four item lists was not 

significant, so item type had considerably less effect on 

the younger children's item performance in the delayed task 

condition. Possibly the similar words permitted better 

guessing for the younger children. 

Word length and acoustic similarity effects on order 

memory. Item type effects on order memory indicated that 

long words had a more negative effect in conditions that 
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seemed to require simple readout of verbatim traces. For 

immediate recall tasks, order memory was worse for 

three-syllable words than for one-syllable words. If 

children were attempting to use simple readout, then lists 

of three-syllable words were likely to be more difficult 

than lists of one-syllable words because verbatim traces for 

three-syllable words fade comparatively more quickly. 

However, the word length effect in immediate recall is 

smaller in delayed-immediate than in the immediate-delayed 

condition. Theoretically, if the delayed-immediate task 

order primes gist processes so that they are applied in 

immediate as well as delayed recall, order memory is less 

dependent on item details, thus rendering the word length 

less influential than in the immediate-delayed task order 

condition. 

Kindergarteners' and second graders' order memory for 

three-syllable words showed the greatest change in the 

delayed-immediate condition. In fact, in this task order 

condition, the younger children's order memory for 

three-syllable words was better than for one-syllable words. 

Gist processing may have made the three-syllable words seem 

like chunks of information which were easier for younger 

children to reconstruct. 

For older children, order memory for acoustic 

similarity was worse in conditions that encouraged gist 
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processing. Fifth graders' order ability of acoustically 

similar words declined in the delayed-immediate task order 

condition. Furthermore, fifth graders' decreases in order 

memory as a function of recall delay were greater for 

acoustically similar tasks than for one-syllable dissimilar 

and three-syllable words. Second graders also showed more 

decrease in order memory for immediate recall of 

acoustically similar tasks as a function of recall task 

order than they show for the other item type conditions. It 

appears that the delayed-immediate recall condition, by 

encouraging gist processing, made acoustically similar lists 

difficult to order for older children. 

Kindergarteners' order memory was not harmed by the 

delayed-immediate task order. This is not surprising, given 

the assumption that kindergarteners do not engage in much 

reconstructive processing. The aspect of the recall task 

order effect on kindergarteners' order memory that is 

difficult to explain is that their order memory for similar 

words is better in the delayed-immediate task order than in 

immediate-delayed. It is apparent that kindergarteners' 

backward readout in delayed recall and forward readout in 

immediate recall is better in the delayed-immediate recall 

order condition, which is thought to invoke gist processing. 

It is possible that the rhymes in the words became very 

salient in the delayed-immediate condition. The rhyming 



nature of the list, which itself should be represented as 

gist in memory, may enhance redintegration of detailed 

traces. Therefore, kindergarteners' order memory improved 

more for acoustically similar word lists. 
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Acoustic similarity had an opposite effects on order 

memory of older children. It appears that the 

delayed-immediate recall condition, by encouraging gist 

processing, made acoustically similar lists more difficult 

for older children to order. 

Kindergarteners' order memory was not harmed by the 

delayed-immediate task order. This is not surprising, given 

the assumption that kindergarteners do not engage in much 

reconstructive processing. The aspect of the recall task 

order effect on kindergarteners' order memory that is 

difficult to explain is that their order memory for similar 

words is better in the delayed-immediate task order than in 

immediate-delayed. It is apparent that kindergarteners' 

backward readout in delayed recall and forward readout in 

immediate recall is better in the delayed-immediate recall 

order, which is thought to invoke gist processing. It is 

possible that the rhymes in the words became very salient in 

the delayed-immediate condition. The rhyming nature of the 

list, which itself should be represented as gist in memory, 

may enhance redintegration of detailed traces. Therefore, 
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kindergarteners' forward and backward recall tasks improved 

when they could apply the rhymes. 

Summary 

This experiment replicated a number of findings 

reported in the experiment reported in Chapter Two. There 

is considerable evidence that item memory is a product of 

simple readout of verbatim details, while order memory is 

generated through reconstruction from gist. 

This experiment provided additional insight into the 

workings of item and order memory through the item variable 

that manipulated acoustic similarity and word length. 

Acoustic similarity does have an increasing effect with age, 

consistent with findings reported by other researchers (see 

Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975; Hulme & Tordoff, 1989; 

Schweikert et al., 1990). 

However, the results in this study do not support a 

rehearsal-based explanation for the effect. To review the 

generic resources explanation for word length and similarity 

effects, the generic resource theorists assume that memory 

span information is maintained in short-term memory through 

subvocal rehearsal (Baddeley, 1986). Subvocal rehearsal 

affects memory span because the rate at which one can 

rehearse a list determines what percentage of the list can 

be maintained in memory. Acoustic similarity also affects 

memory span because the similar words are more confusable, 



much like tongue-twisters. Acoustic similarity has a 

greater affect for fast rehearsers (e.g., older children) 

because fast rehearsal leads to more confusion. 
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In this experiment, the acoustic similarity affect was 

more pronounced in delayed recall, where rehearsal should 

have been interrupted. Therefore, a rehearsal-based 

explanation seems implausible. The representation duration 

explanation in the FTT model seems to cover the findings 

presented here more parsimoniously and thoroughly than does 

a subvocal rehearsal explanation. 

The results on order memory indicate that acoustic 

similarity affected older children's order memory more than 

their item memory. Past research looking at acoustic 

similarity does not factor item and order memory, so the 

exact cause of poorer span for acoustically similar words is 

unknown. However, the findings here indicate that acoustic 

similarity affects of items inhibited order ability. This 

finding would be expected if ordering relies on gist. Gist 

extraction of similar words is likely to make the words less 

distinguishable than dissimilar words. Manipulation of the 

words into the correct ordinal positions should be harder 

acoustically similar words. Also, as found in this study, 

older children should be more affected because they are 

likely to be using gist processing to a greater extent than 

younger children. 



In conclusion, the findings here support many of the 

tenets of FTT. This experiment indicated that different 

types of encoding and retrieval processes are present in 

item and order memory. 
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CHAPTER 6 

PRESENTATION MODALITY EXPERIMENT 
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This final experiment added presentation modality to 

the effects used in the previous two experiments. Half of 

the students received verbal presentations of word lists 

(the word condition): the other half heard a word and saw a 

picture of the word simultaneously (the picture condition). 

To summarize in advance, this experiment replicated a 

number of effects found in the other two experiments. For 

item memory, scores were high for the short lists, with 

considerable decline across the four-item and six-item list 

conditions. Item memory, overall, was higher for pictures 

than words, but the effect was greater in the delayed recall 

task condition. Pictures apparently led to more 

consolidated verbatim traces of lists, permitting simple 

readout in delayed recall, while traces in the word 

condition became inaccessible more quickly. 

One finding differed from findings in the other studies 

regarding the list effect on order memory. In this study, 

order memory in both immediate and delayed recall declined 

slowly across list lengths. In the other two studies, order 

memory was worst in the mid-range list lengths. 
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Two rather surprising findings were also reported. 

First, younger children's item memory for short lists was 

actually worse for pictures than words. This finding is 

comparable to the effect of taxonomic relatedness on item 

recall of four-item lists. Second, while pictures were more 

difficult than words to order in immediate recall, they were 

easier to order in delayed recall. 

The effects listed below were significant at the .05 

level, unless otherwise specified. 

Results 

A six-way analysis of variance was conducted with 

memory as the dependent measure; memory task (item memory, 

order memory), list length, and recall task as 

within-subjects variables; and age, item type (pictures; 

words) and order of recall task as between-subjects 

variables. A main effect for memory type was found, 

F(1,162)=667.94, MS=92.10. A number of interactions which 

included memory type also were found: a memory type by list 

length interaction, F(3,486)=132.57, MS=7.76; an item type 

by memory type by list length interaction, F(3,486)=5.10, 

MS=.30; an age by memory type by recall task by list length 

interaction, F(6,486)=2.42, MS=.14; an order of recall task 

by item type by memory type by recall task by list length 

interaction, F(3,486)=4.46, MS=.25; and an age by order of 



recall task by item type by memory type by recall task by 

list length interaction, F(3,486)=2.89, MS=.16 

The ANOVA confirmed that memory for item was 
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significantly different than memory for order. Therefore, 

separate ANOVAs on item and order memory were conducted. 

In the item memory ANOVA, reliable main effects were 

found for age, F(2,162)=94.11, MS=12.88i order of recall 

task, F(1,162)=4.35, MS=.60i item type, F(I,162)=20.59, 

MS=2.82i recall task, F(I,162)=356.19, MS=24.92i and list 
, 

length F(3,486)=427.38, MS=26.47. There were first order 

effects for recall task order by recall task, 

F(I,162)=44.01, MS=3.08i item type by recall task, 

F(I,162)=31.46, MS=2.20i age by list length (6,486)=21.42, 

MS=I.33i item type by list length, F(3,486)=3.43, MS=.21i 

and recall task by list length, F(3,486)=85.78. MS=5.25. 

Second order interactions were reported for recall task 

order by item type by recall task, F(I,162)=7.80, MS=.55i 

age by recall task by list length, F(6,486)=2.69, MS=.16i 

recall task order by recall task by list length, 

F(3,486)=4.84, MS=.30i and item type by recall task by list 

length, F(3,486)=6.57, MS=.40. Finally, an age by item type 

by recall task order by recall task by list length 

interaction, F(6,486)=2.25, MS=.14, was found. 

For order memory, reliable main effects were found for 

age, F(2,162)=35.63, MS=II.37i recall task, F(I,162)=45.17, 
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MS=6.89; and list length, F(3,486)=14.29, MS=1.63. First 

order interactions were reported for recall task order by 

recall task, F(1,162)=4.66, MS=.71; item type by recall 

task, F(1,162)=25.06, MS=3.82; and recall task by list 

length, F(3,486)=8.87, MS=1.02. Finally, a recall task 

order by recall task by item type by list length interaction 

was reported, F(3,486)=3.09, MS=.35. 

Discussion 

Many effects found in the previous experiments were 

replicated here. More insight about the nature of item and 

order memory was gained through the modality manipulation. 

List Effects. As in the previous two studies, item 

memory scores for the short lists were significantly higher 

for the four-item lists (see Table 6). Newman-Keuls analysis 

showed that item memory for four-item lists was 

significantly higher than the other list lengths in almost 

all conditions. However, item memory usually did not 

decrease significantly as a result of list length increases 

from six to 10 items; and, in all conditions, no significant 

decreases occurred as a result of increasing lists from 10 

to 12 items. 

As found in the two experiments reported in Chapters 

Three and Four, order memory declined more gradually across 

list lengths compared to item memory, suggesting that the 
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Table 6. 

Presentation Modality. The effects of age, recall task 

order, recall task, modality, and list length on item 

memory. 

Immediate-Delayed Delayed-Immediate 

List Length List Length 

4 6 10 12 4 6 10 12 

Kindergarteners 

Words 
Immediate 0.85 0.45 0.23 0.18 0.59 0.40 0.24 0.27 
Delayed 0.11 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.29 0.18 0.06 0.08 

Pictures 
Immediate 0.60 0.44 0.30 0.25 0.52 0.45 0.16 0.22 
Delayed 0.19 0.29 0.17 0.17 0.31 0.40 0.26 0.24 

Second Graders 

Words 
Immediate 0.93 0.53 0.32 0.26 0.92 0.51 0.29 0.21 
Delayed 0.29 0.24 0.11 0.11 0.30 0.29 0.18 0.13 

Pictures 
Immediate 0.91 0.60 0.43 0.35 0.81 0.59 0.29 0.29 
Delayed 0.45 0.32 0.21 0.21 0.66 0.68 0.28 0.30 

Fifth Graders 

Words 
Immediate 0.96 0.63 0.37 0.31 0.94 0.69 0.47 0.42 
Delayed 0.58 0.25 0.24 0.21 0.63 0.53 0.42 0.24 

Pictures 
Immediate 0.97 0.77 0.52 0.45 0.95 0.66 0.52 0.39 
Delayed 0.65 0.52 0.37 0.23 0.86 0.63 0.44 0.34 
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memory traces used for order memory are more gist like and 

stable than those used for item memory. 

The list length effects in the delayed recall 

conditions did not have the bowed shapes that were found in 

the previous two experiments. It could be that the concrete 

nature of the words and pictures encouraged processing of a 

more detailed level of gist. 

List length by recall task effects. There was a 

greater decline of item memory for both picture and word 

span across list lengths in the immediate recall than 

delayed recall condition: Newman-Keuls analysis showed that 

order memory in immediate recall for 12-item lists was 

significantly lower than order memory for 4-item lists in 

all but the delayed-immediate task order-word span 

condition. In delayed recall, changes across list lengths 

were not significant in any condition. The contrasting 

effects of list length in immediate and delayed recall 

indicate that order memory in delayed recall conditions 

operates on more primitive, stable gist than delayed recall 

in immediate recall. 

Age effects. Newman-Keuls analysis on the five-way 

interaction for item memory indicated that age increases in 

item memory were greater for short lists than for long 

lists: Fifth graders' memory was higher than kindergarteners 

on four-item lists across all delayed and immediate recall 
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conditions, and second graders performed higher than 

kindergarteners across four-item lists in the immediate 

recall conditions. On the other hand, across all but one 

condition (immediate recall of picture span in 

delayed-immediate order), no significant age increases in 

item memory were reported for la-item and 12-item lists. As 

in the other experiments, the findings here indicate that 

older children's consolidation of verbatim traces was 

significantly better than younger children's, permitting 

better simple readout. However, in longer lists, where 

redintegration of fuzzy traces was required, age effects 

were not found. 

Order memory, on the other hand, was unconditionally 

better for older children. A main effect showed a 

significant increase of ordering ability with age. 

Newman-Keuls analysis indicated that second graders 

performed significantly higher than kindergarteners and 

fifth graders performed significantly higher than second 

graders. No higher level interactions involving age were 

reliable. Thus age improvements in order memory are 

consistent regardless of list length, recall task, recall 

task order, or modality. It supports the predictions derived 

from FTT that memory processes in order memory undergo more 

developmental change than memory processes in item memory. 
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Modalitv effects. Presentation modality effects were 

somewhat consistent with predictions. First, item memory 

tended to be better for pictures than for words, though 

modality did not lead to significant differences in 

performance according to a Newman-Keuls analysis of the 

five-way interaction. Item memory for pictures was 

significantly higher than item memory for words for second 

graders' delayed item recall for four-item and six-item 

lists, and fifth graders' delayed item memory for four-item 

lists only, and those differences were significant only in 

the delayed-immediate recall condition. The stronger 

picture span effect in delayed recall does indicate that 

pictures lead to more consolidated traces. In immediate 

recall, where simple readout operates on a trace that is 

still fresh in sensory memory, pictures did not lend much 

advantage to item·memory recall. However, in delayed 

recall, where verbatim traces have faded somewhat, the more 

consolidated picture traces assisted redintegration. 

It is difficult to understand why the picture 

superiority effect in short-list, delayed recall is enhanced 

by the delayed-immediate condition. One explanation might 

be that gist processing in the delayed-immediate task order 

condition is more pure. When immediate tasks are performed 

before delayed tasks, attempts at simple readout, primed in 

the immediate recall situation, may be carried into delayed 
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recall. When delayed recall precedes immediate recall, 

however, simple readout processes are less primed. since 

redintegration is somewhat reconstructive, purer gist 

processing coupled with well-consolidated traces of picture 

span may make redintegration more successful. 

Modality by age effects. As mentioned in the 

introductory remarks of this chapter, there was one 

qualification to the picture superiority effect. Second 

graders and kindergarteners actually remembered 

significantly more items in four-item word lists than 

four-item picture lists. Pictures may flood memory with 

irrelevant details (e.g., the color of the turtle; the toy 

that the boy is holding) that may make the verbatim traces 

less accessible. In other words, there may be multiple 

detailed traces from which to choose. By adding a small 

amount of time, such as by increasing the presentation list 

by a couple of words, those irrelevant details may have 

faded enough to no longer interfere with immediate recall. 

This explanation would explain why the word superiority 

effect of four-item lists recall is bigger for second 

graders' in the delayed-immediate task condition 

(Newman-Keuls analysis indicated that differences in second 

graders' item memory between word and picture span was 

significant in the delayed-immediate condition, but not in 

the immediate-delayed). If the delayed-immediate recall 
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order condition in fact creates a carry over of gist 

processing into immediate recall, the second graders may 

have been extracting patterns and other gist from the 

pictures to a greater degree than in the immediate-delayed 

condition. 

Kindergarteners should be less sensitive to the recall 

task order because their gist processing skill is less 

developed. The findings here indicated that kindergarteners' 

picture recall did not change significantly as a function of 

recall task order. However, it is important to note that 

recall task order had an effect on kindergarteners' memory 

of four-item word lists. In immediate-delayed recall, 

kindergarteners' item memory for words was significantly 

higher than item memory for pictures, while their item 

memory for pictures or words was not significantly different 

in the delayed-recall order condition. Possibly the priming 

of kindergarteners' gist processing in delayed-immediate 

recall caused them to mentally elaborate the verbally 

presented concrete nouns, again creating detailed 

representations similar to those for picture lists. These 

images may have prevented quick access to the verbatim 

traces required for simple readout. 

The fact that the modality by order of recall task 

interaction showed almost no effect on fifth graders' item 

recall of four-item lists indicates that their ability to 
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access appropriate memory traces was less prone to 

interference. It is consistent with past research showing 

that the ability to access appropriate memory traces for a 

given problem-solving situation develops with age. 

Modality effects on order memory. Finally, it was also 

predicted that order memory would be better for words than 

for pictures. consistent with findings reported by Olney 

and Brainerd (1990), concrete nouns were easier to order 

than pictures, but only in immediate recall and primarily in 

the delayed-immediate condition. 

In delayed recall, order memory for pictures tended to 

be better than order memory for words (See Table 7). It is 

possible that, for immediate recall, the detailed picture 

information creates distractions that cause problems when a 

task requires reconstructive processes. However, in delayed 

recall, pictures may create more consolidated traces of both 

item and order memory. As a result, pictures assist with 

retrieval of both item and order memory traces. 

Summary 

This experiment confirmed some of the predictions made 

in Chapter Three. Pictures tended to have a positive effect 

on item memory and a negative effect on order memory. 

However, the.e were two qualifications to these trends. For 

younger children, item memory for short lists was better for 

word lists. Apparently, the details extracted from 
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Table 7. 

Presentation Modality. The effects of recall task order, 

recall task modality, and list length on order memory. 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

4 6 10 12 4 6 10 12 

WORD 

Imm-Del 0.39 0.31 0.08 0.07 -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 -0.10 
Del-Imm 0.42 0.27 0.22 0.09 0.05' 0.11 0.05 0.15 

PICTURE 

Imm-Del 0.35 0.15 0.17 0.04 0.05 0.09 0.04 -0.06 
Del-Imm 0.23 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.17 0.12 0.22 0.04 
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pictures interfered with verbatim processes. Older children 

were not as affected by the manipulation. The age effect 

for item memory for four-item lists is consistent with the 

research of Hitch et ale (1989), who reported that younger 

children were more affected by visual manipulations. 

However, it is unlikely that the explanation for the finding 

here has to do with different stores for visual and verbal 

information, because a storage explanations cannot explain 

the reversal for larger lists in which the younger children 

had better item memory for pictures. A distraction 

explanation, on the other hand, does explain the finding. 

For short lists of pictures, both highly detailed task

relevant and task-irrelevant traces are encoded and younger 

children may have trouble accessing the appropriate trace. 

For slightly longer lists, decay processes· lead to fewer 

details in memory and they can access the appropriate 

traces. Older children are less affected by the picture 

manipulation because they are more resistant to 

interference. 

The other surprising finding was the fact that order 

memory for pictures is worse than for words in immediate 

recall, but better than words in delayed recall. The 

finding indicates that item features that appear to be 

distracting in immediate recall situations may create better 



consolidated traces that make retrieval of item and order 

memory easier over time. 
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CHAPTER 7 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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The purpose behind this three-experiment project was to 

investigate gist extraction and reconstructive processing in 

serial recall. A number of predictions regarding age and 

task effects on memory span were drawn from the basic tenets 

of fuzzy trace theory (Reyna & Brainerd, 1990). Findings in 

this research were consistent with the FTT model of STM. 

Information for tasks requiring memory can be 

represented simultaneously £y multiple memorial traces 

ranging along g continuum of verbatim detail to gist 

representations. This tenet was supported by a number of 

findings that memory for item and memory for order are 

independent processes. Item memory decreased more than order 

memory as a function of longer presentation-recall time 

intervals, including delayed recall, list length, and word 

length. These variables all seemed to affect item memory 

more than order memory. Overall, order memory appeared to 

operate on traces that were relatively enduring and stable. 

Multiple representations also are indicated by the 

empirical finding that salient patterns in a list (e.g. 

taxonomic relatedness and pictures) interfered with item 

memory for short lists, a span task that conceivably could 
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be completed with simple readout. It appears that span tasks 

that provide very obvious patterns or impressionistic 

information interfere with either encoding or retrieval of 

verbatim detail. 

Readout of memory traces ggn ~ along g continuum of 

complexity, from simple to reconstructive readout. Findings 

for the three experiments showed that situations in which 

simple readout of verbatim details seemed to be the process 

of choice, task complexity negatively affected memory 

performance. This was particularly apparent for item recall 

of short, three-syllable word lists. 

However, as task situations were manipulated to make 

verbatim traces increasingly less accessible and simple 

readout, more difficult (e.g., list length, delayed recall), 

task complexity actually seemed to improve performance. For 

instance, in the similarity-word length experiment, the two 

older age groups showed a decline in order memory for 

delayed recall tasks across the four-item and six-item 

lists, but their order memory improved in the IO-item and 

12-item conditions, almost to the point that order 

memory for the four-item and 12-item list conditions were 

equal. Serial position data for item memory indicated that 

accuracy of item (probability that an item was remembered) 

and order (probability that it was in the right position in 

relation to other words in the recall list) was consistently 
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high across all positions for short lists. For older 

children, serial position data for order memory indicated 

that primacy and recency effects became stronger as lists 

got longer and after the 30-second delay interval, 

indicating that the probability of ordering the first and 

last words correctly became increasingly easier compared to 

ordering of middle positions. 

The effect may be an example of a phenomenon known as 

"pop-out gist," a term applied to empirical findings in 

unpublished research by Brainerd (personal communication, 

1990). In his research, subjects solved classic probability 

problems using the following Halloween scenario: If 10 girls 

and 15 boys visit your house at Halloween, is the first 

child more likely to be a boy or girl? 

By increasing the number of the types of Halloweeners 

that come to the house, so that there are four or five 

groups from which to choose, the solution become easier for 

subjects (e.g., "If five witches, three spooks, seven Ninja 

Turtles, and ten Batmans come to your house, which character 

is the most likely to ring your bell first?). Brainerd 

proposed that the gist of the problem became more obvious in 

the more complex task situation, so the subjects performed 

better. A note should be added, however, that increasing the 

task complexity beyond the moderately complex level drove 
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down performance. Apparently the relationship between task 

complexity and gist processes is curvilinear. 

The pop-out gist that assisted with ordering of long 

lists may be beginning-end pattern. The first and last items 

tended to be recalled more frequently than middle items 

regardless of list length, but ability to put the first and 

last words in the appropriate order decreased much less with 

list length compared to the middle positions. Ordinal 

relationships among words may become more salient when they 

are moved further from each other. 

People have g preference for processing gist over 

processing verbatim information. Some support for this 

tenet was provided by recall task order effects: When 

delayed recall tasks preceded immediate, a variety of 

changes in immediate recall performance were reported that 

could be explained by a higher degree of gist processing in 

situations normally characterized by simple readout. For 
, 

instance, the delayed-immediate recall task order affected 

the extent to which taxonomic relatedness interfered with 

recall of four-item lists. For second graders, the 

delayed-immediate recall task order tended to widen 

differences in item memory for related and unrelated lists. 

In the similarity-syllable experiment, kindergarteners' 

immediate recall for acoustically similar lists improved in 

the delayed-immediate condition. It was posited that rhymes 
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enhanced redintegration; priming of gist made children more 

aware of the rhymes. Overall, it appears that once gist 

processes are operating, they are maintained. 

Too much verbatim information interfered with tasks for 

which reconstruction of gist is the process of choice. This 

is apparent in the immediate recall of pictures versus 

words. It was argued that pictures permit maintenance of 

details longer compared to words, leading to better item 

recall across list lengths but worse order recall. However, 

in the case of pictures, order memory was better for 

pictures. Possibly the details that were distracting in 

immediate recall condition led to more consolidated traces 

that made order information more accessible in the delayed 

condition. 

More complex processes. such E§ gist extraction and 

reconstructive recall. showed more development than simple 

processes. Across all experiments, children showed more 

development for order than for item recall. Furthermore, 

manipulations that enhanced reconstructive processes, namely 

the delayed-immediate recall condition, tended to affect 

older children more than younger children; the lack of 

effect on younger children indicates minimal use of gist 

processing. 

Memory processes cannot be distinguished along £ 

traditional short-term/long-term axis. The research found 
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evidence of reconstructive processing in immediate recall. 

Specifically, item redintegration of taxonomically related 

lists appeared to occur in the longer list lengths. Also, 

order memory appear to depend on gist processing, regardless 

of the time between presentation and recall. Both findings 

indicate that reconstructive processing may occur in 

immediate recall. 

Some concluding Remarks About 

The Resources Hypothesis 

The findings here clearly support the FTT description 

of memory processes. A few remarks have already been made 

regarding findings that are inconsistent with the generic 

resource view. However, another finding in particular bears 

noting. The generic resource hypothesis is based on the 

assumption that memory competes for resources with other 

tasks. If generic resources did indeed fuel cognitive 

processes, a few patterns regarding task complexity and 

memory load should have been observed. First, increased load 

should have decreased both types of memory performances 

because both compete for the same resources. 

This study found, instead, that load had a curvilinear 

affect on both item and order memory. In situations where 

maintaining span information in memory became quite hard, 

memory performance tended to stabilize. This finding is 

similar to one reported in Liben and Posnansky (1977), who 
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reported that information load had minimal affect on 

children's ability to remember the gist of a passage they 

had read. In these experiments, the bowed effects of order 

memory across the four list lengths even suggest that 

increased complexity may enhance gist processing slightly. 

Future Research 

Future research is needed to confirm that complex 

memory processes, like gist extraction and reconstructive 

retrieval, are more highly correlated with other measures of 

intelligence compared to simple encoding and retrieval 

processes. A very simple extension of this work, for 

instance, could compare the correlations of item and order 

memory to other measures of intelligence. 

Such a research approach is often employed in complex 

span research, such as the span procedures in Turner and 

Engle (1989). The general finding is that performance on 

complex span are more highly correlated with other measures 

of intelligence compared to simple span. It is possible that 

memory for items in a complex span task must rely on gist 

processing, because the complexity prevents simple encoding 

and retrieval. Therefore, variations of memory span tasks 

that force children to use reconstructive processing may 

cause memory span performance to be more highly correlated 

with other measures of intelligence. comparing the 

relationships of item memory and order memory to other 
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intelligence measures may confirm this hypothesis regarding 

complex span results. 

Conclusion 

The three experiments here provide compelling support 

for the FTT conceptualization of short-term memory. The 

findings indicate that even a relatively simple task, the 

memory span task, incorporates complex memory processes. 
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WORD LISTS 
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Length 

4-item 

6-item 

10-item 

TAXONOMIC RELATEDNESS 

Related Lists 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Uncle Son 

Brother Aunt 

Grandmother Sister 

Daughter Grandfather 

Bathroom Chimney 

Window Kitchen 

Hall Bedroom 

Closet Wall 

Attic stairs 

Floor Door 

Coffee Pot Can Opener 

Knife stove 

Toaster Blender 

Sink Dish 

Plate Rolling Pin 

Oven Spoon 

Mixer Frying Pan 

Ladle Refrigerator 

Pot Bowl 

Cup Beater 

128 
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12-Item Lion Tiger 

Goat Sheep 

Elephant Rat 

Wolf Pig 

Dog Zebra 

Camel Giraffe 

Deer Moose 

Hippo Raccoon 

Rabbit Buffalo 

Mouse Bear 

Fox Cat 

Donkey Squirrel 
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TAXONOMIC RELATEDNESS 

Unrelated Lists 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Length 

4-item Leg Apple 

Father Head 

Drum Horse 

Duck Ship 

6-item Fork Step 

Ax Yo-yo 

Hand Leopard 

Island Swan 

Elevator Cousin 

Farmer Pan 

10-item Corner Crayon 

Bench Stream 

Watermelon Pencil 

Mother Tepee 

Tractor Hair 

Hat Lime 

Woodpecker Wife 

Skunk Rug 

Puzzle Robin 

Radish Beaver 
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12-Item Mouth Wagon 

Monkey Thunder 

Ruler Juice 

Belt Arrow 

Dentist Niece 

Dove Grape 

Moth Lamb 

Horn Sled 

Grapefruit River 

Saw Hawk 

Ocean Arm 

Nephew Igloo 
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ACOUSTIC SIMILARITY - WORD LENGTH 

one-Syllable-Acoustically Dissimilar Lists 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Length 

4-item Chin Whale 

Fin Rail 

Tin Jail 

Pin Tail 

6-item Jet Broom 

Net Tune 

Pet Loom 

Speck Moon 

Deck Boom 

Sweat Noon 

10-item Meat Fool 

Wheat Tool 

Heat Pool 

Heel Bull 

Peak Grill 

Sheet Quilt 

Heap Milk 

Seal Pill 

Treat Spool 

Meal Rule 
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12-Item Hip Throne 

Shape Bone 

Whip Note 

Trip Frown 

Ship Moan 

Tap oat 

Snap Oak 

Tape Gown 

Tip Boat 

Slap Throat 

Trap Crown 

Map Stone 



Length 

4-item 

6-item 

10-item 

ACOUSTIC SIMILARITY - WORD LENGTH 

One-Syllable-Acoustically Dissimilar Lists 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Hole Nut 

Lap Coal 

Fort Jug 

Germ Limb 

Thief Joke 

Log Feast 

Junk Noise 

Film Cliff 

Rice Lane 

Coach Pond 

Flock Fence 

Bridge Plant 

Bag Peach 

Leaf Comb 

Judge Scarf 

Prize Lump 

Jar Knot 

Grin Bank 

Path Cave 

Maid King 
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12-Item Frost Park 

Cheese Lunch 

Gaze Cell 

Dance Breeze 

Song Rain 

Pearl Thread 

Trick Camp 

Pipe Bath 

Quart Toast 

Brake Gift 

Mint Hike 

Ranch Crab 



Length 

4-item 

6-item 

10-item 

ACOUSTIC SIMILARITY - WORD LENGTH 

Three-Syllable-Acoustically Dissimilar Lists 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Engineer Dinosaur 

Onion Gingerbread 

Cathedral Avenue 

Antelope Energy 

Strawberry Drapery 

Vegetable Alcohol 

Traveller Character 

Lullaby Gardener 

Medicine Parachute 

Cucumber Umbrella 

Broccoli Valentine 

President Family 

Orchestra Neighborhood 

Pioneer Reporter 

Telephone Banana 

Animal Typewriter 

Champion Coconut 

Acrobat Customer 

Vanilla Fireplace 

Century Cinnamon 
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12-Item Afternoon Newspaper 

Officer Uniform 

Pineapple Butterfly 

Battery Criminal 

Coyote Pajamas 

Casserole Gasoline 

Handkerchief Policeman 

Library Ambulance 

Mayonnaise Alphabet 

Accident Jewelry 

Prisoner Applesauce 

Tablespoon Business 



Length 

4-item 

6-item 

10-item 

PICTURE-WORD 

Picture and Word Lists 

Immediate Recall Delayed Recall 

Church Shirt 

Violin Star 

Sun Nest 

Socks Trumpet 

Turtle Frog 

Desk Ball 

Square Skirt 

Bus Couch 

Blouse Circle 

Doll Truck 

Cake Rocket 

Car House 

Dress Coat 

Flower Tomato 

Potato Skillet 

Key Cloud 

Tent Tree 

Flag Penguin 

Glass Whistle 

Parrot Balloon 

138· 
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12-Item Hammer Flute 

Owl Picture 

Piano Bicycle 

Money Calendar 

Boot Pear 

Clown Baby 

Motorcycle Fire 

Football Shoe 

Bracelet Chair 

Lamb Turkey 

Boy Snail 

Radio Necklace 
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